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VOL. XX. NO. 176

FORGETS MONEY
IN HIS POCKETS

4

And George Harvey is Out
Sum of $107.50

.

4

Terns Clothes Over to Messenger for
Pressing Club and ('ash in
His Trousers.

NO

•

ADMITS

FINDING

IT

PRESS MUZZLER.
Denver, Jan, 24.—A press
muzzier was introduced in the
Colorado legislature. It is an an.
ti-cartoon, libel bill, and is said
to have the backing of the Re.
publican majority. Publication
of cartoons, which may injure
the feelings and the subject also
of news articles are made the
basis of action. The ,bill is Nino..
lar to the one now in force in
Pennsylvania.

1SUNDAY IS LIMIT
FOR OHIO'S RISE

WIFE'S EVIDENCE
TO DECIDE FATE

is Forty Three
and One Half

Thaw Trial Will Commence
in Earnest Next Week

Stage Today

Work of Choosing Jury Proceeds
With Celerity Seldom Seen in
Great Murder Cases.

Ohio River Is Backed Ninety
Into Tennessee and
Runs Up Stre

SCENE

IN

CRIMIN&L

DICK

COURT

FOWLER

MITS

BRIDGE

Paducah, the island, Is growing
New York, Jan. 24.—With two
smaller
and smaller each day, with
Harry
Jurors in the box the trial of
COLD AT CORRY.
.,,the river eating up the wharf and
K. Thaw moved forward today with
Corry, Penn., Jan. 24.—Last
river front and the backwater grada rush, which promises soon to denight was the coldest of the winually creeping up the aides of the
termine whether the young man will
ter, with not a breath of wind
low
ground. Toe rise in the list 24
be punished for killing Stanford
stirring. The thernionieter this
hours is nearly uniform with the risWhite. The selection of the jury promorning registered 2/4 below
es in the last three days, the gauge
ceeds with celerity seldom seen in
zero. ,
this morning registering a rise of
great 'border cases. District Attorone foot anl one-tenth, the stage beDELPKIN DELPIn
ney Jerome hopes to have the jury
JUDGE 11 TaffEALD
NEW YORK COLD.
ing at 43.4 feet.
completed ..arly next week, when tne
New York, Jan. 24.— The
Official reports set Saturday or
It
PICTORIAL
commence.
evidence
of
will
taking
PHASES OF THE THAW MURDER TRIAL IN NEW YORK.
mercury is down to two below
Sunday as the time limit for the rivIs believed Thaw's fate rests on the
Harry K. Thaw, who Is being tried for the murder of Stanford White on the
evening of June 25, 1906, has an
zero. Two deaths from cold
er to keep r:s:ng and continue Indievidence, which will be given by his Imposing array of legal talent in his service, but he relies principally upon Deiphin M.
Delmas, a r ili:ornia lawyer
were reported this morning. Rehas
who
been very successful in defending men who rely upon the "unwritten law" as
cating a stage of 45 feet, or slightly
wife.
their de'e •
Thaw shot
ports from up-state show the
above. The Ohio river continues to
wept softly White because he believed White ish4 ruined Evelyn Nesbit, who later became Mrs. Thaw. James :l.tzgerald is the
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
fudge who Is trying Thaw.
temperature ranging down as
fall in the upper courses, but the
all through the trial today. Her
far as 25 degrees below zero.
falls are not sufficiently large to macomto
bad
May
friend,
McKenzie,
terially affect the stage here.
At
fort her to prevent the young woman
CONVENIENT
Cairo the stage is above 48 feet and
LAW IS A'ALID.
breaking down. Her sister-in-law, .
probably -will go above the governFrankfort, Jan. 24.— The
Mrs. George Carnegie sat near by, A
To Have Ticket Office of Railroads ment prediction of 49 feet. The high
unmindKentucky court of appeals today
wasppdaereepntfl:eling
unaffofecmtersd,.
Downtown.
state of the Mississippi river comes
upheld the constitutionality of fuli
Thaw's
s
particularly untimely for Cairo.
the law making chicken stealing
Do Not Show Hand.
The weather vane on the highest
to the value of two dollars or
The downtown ticket offices of the
The examination of talesmen called
more a felony, punishable by
Illinois Cent:1.c and the N„ C. eE St. point of the steamer Dick Fowler
was followed by the keenest interest
huprisonment in the penitentiaL. are proving a great' convenience was knocked off in going under tho
as it was thought that the line of
to shippers and to Agents John Dono- bridge at Cairo yesterday, and today
questioning by attorneys for Thaw
ry.
Following the information receiv- The company will not be capitalized van and T. J. Mullaney. Shippers will be the last trip that packet will
would develep the character of the
in a large amount but the bonded may have personal conferences with make until the water goes down. If
up.
set
to
are
There
they
that
defense
ed recently from Hickman. Ky., that
LYNCHING FEARED.
Indebtedness
of the company will be the agents without a long walk. necessary, the steamer will be heaviwas disappointment in this respect. Paducah and eastern financiers were
Louisville, Jan. 24.—Hiram
large enough to permit the building When the Illinois Central ticket office ly ballasted on the return trip from
perseemed
counsel
defendant's
The
Knott
Ingram was arrested in
there in the interest of a new inter- of toe railroad. It will be standard
was transferred from the old location Cairo today, to allow it to get under
fectly willing to accept any proposed
county, charged with the mururban railway -from Paducah to gage and capable of being operated in the Columbia building to the Pal- the bridge, In the event the river risansweced
who
juror
satisfactorily
der of Mrs. Sallie Amburgy,who
TROUBLE ABOUT OVER.
the questions put by District Attor- Hickman, investigation locally tndi- either as an electric or steam rail- mer House block, there was a rush es that fast.
was found dead near her home
personally cor cates that the reports were founded way. It will haul freight and passen. on for the "first ticket." The honor
ney Jerome, who
much
Ohio river water can be and Is besome days ago. There is
Paducah Operators Are Returning
ducted the examinations. The de- in truth. It is probable that articles gers. Local business men are inter- of buying the "first ticket" went to ing drunk at Danville, Tenn., on the
Ingrain
feared
is
excitement.
It
From Memphis.
the project and it Is proba- Mr. Ermie Tate, son of Grocer Gus
fense peremptorily challenged two of incorporation 'for a railroad corn- ested
Tennessee river, 90 miles from Pamay be lynched.
the president of the road Tate. He bought one to St. Louts.
that
ble
work
that
and
here
filed
be
will
pany
talesmen, however, who gave their
ducah.
Rivermen do not remember
E. E. Hockinson, president of the
on the new road., will begin immedi- will be a Paducah man. It is expect- Mr. Vteighan Dabney, son of Dr. A. of having seen backwater from the
business as architects.
GRAIN MARKET.
district council, International BrothThaw was seated at a table beside ately. It is tiliO4'41d that the line ed that the line from St. Louis to S. Dabney, bought the second, to De Ohio forced so far up the Tennessee
Cincinnati, Jan. 21.—Wheat,
erhood of Electrical Workers, reprecounsel, at the head of whom are from Paducah to Hickman will be Padueah will be In operation within Ridder, La.
his
river. In the Cumberland river, the
77; con, 45; oats, 39 1-2.
senting thirteen states, has gone to
of
Mr. Hartridge, Mr. Delmas, the Cali- but a link in a grand trunk line a year or little longer. The name
Ohio
has backed up as far as Kutthe
with
Msmphis in connection
fornia lawyer, will play an import- starting from St. Louis, crossing the the road will be the Paducah Southtawa. Raftmen were in the city yesatrike of the telephone operators of
ant part in Thaw's defense. On the river at Brookport or Metropolis and ern Railroad company.
terday looking for towboats to come
the Cumberland Teiephone and TelThe capital stock will be $54,004
prosecution's side are Mr. Jerome going through Paducah, by Mayfield
up the Tennessee river after their
egraph company, in that city. He has
incurring an inand Mr. Graven. Mr. Graven will at- and Union City to Hickman. From with the privilege of
and tow them down stream to
logs
recommending a
an official order
tend mostly to the selection of the there the line will be extended south. debtedness of $2,040,600.
Paducah. Contradictory as It may
general strike over the entire system
jurors. Mr. Jerome will cross examseem, the current Is stronger up
of the company to be used in the
ine the defendant's witnesses and con
INTERESTING WEDDING.
stream than it Is down stream In the
event that the company does not acduct the direct examination of most
Tennessee river. Rlvermen with a
striking
the
of
cede to the demands
of ths people's witnesses.
Well Known People in Benton Give If Executive Hand is Removed humorous turn of mind, say, the fric:operators. Manager Joynes, of the Many Reports of Double AsFriends Great Surprise.
Thaw Bored at Times.
local exchange said that he thought
From Affairs of Alderman ic don is so strong here where the
sessments Compel Extra At times Thaw seemed deeply inOhio river meets the Tennessee, that
conditions were quieting In Memphis,
Hannan
Alderman
Board.
people, and particularly
Benton
lurors
selection
is expected to rise at any time.
the
of
snAke
the
in
terested
Per
as the chief operator and several opTime to be Consumed
members of the immediate families,
The Ohio imperiously overcomes all
t
and at other times was listless and
erators, who went down from Paduis
Ill
Quite
sonalty Will he Gone Over appeared to be bored by the whole
were surprised when they learned
resistance and forces Itself for 90
cah to the Memphis exchange, will remiles up that river.
proceedings.
Commercial Club is Assured Monday of the marriage the precedturn tonight. None of the old oping night of Mr. R. G. Tress, the well
• Of Thaw's family were in court his
Owen has
Bettie
erators of the exchange in Siemphis
That Mr. Finley and His known lumber dealer, and Mrs. T. E. ALL REPUBLICANS TO ATTEND. The ferryboat
COUNTY BOARD WORKING HARD. mother, his wife, hid two sisters, Mrs.
discontinued trips to the Illinois
have been taken back.
Carnegie and the Counters= of Yarside, though one trip was made
Project are Worthy of Great Barnes. The latter has been married
twice and the groom three times.
his brother Edward. The
and
mouth
there yesterday to take away sevFREIGHT OFF TRACK AT
Credit
and have large
Both are wealthy
Thaws occupied seats directly behind
If the executive hand is removed eral hundred bushels of corn from
DULANEY HILL 2 HOURS
The board of city tax book superfamilies of grown children.
the defendant
from the aldermanic body, It is con- the single high spot for miles. It is
•
require more
visors will this year
from the members of the fun
Aside
fidently asserted, the deadlock in the the barn which can be seen sur_The first section of freignt train.
INVESTIGATED. VARDAMAN AND WILLIAMS
WHO
time in which to complete its work fly, there were only four women In THOSE
upper board of the general council, rounded by water, from this side.
No. 171. south bound, was derailed
newswere
these
and
room
court
the
START RACE FOR THE TOGA. which has been preventing the elec- Today the Bettie Owen went up to
assessments.
because
double
of
at Dulaney Hill on the Paducah dispaper writers. The attendance today
tion of-a—president and the transac- the high Mound on Oven's island to
trict 'of the Illinois Central yester- "This year we will try to eliminate
was confined to newspaper peoole
Washington, Jan. 24.—Officially tion of city businees, will be broken. leave a steam corn sheller to be
assessfrom
double
the
books many
day afternoon. Several cars were
following report to the ComThe
and the jury talesmen.
the race between the Hon. John Otherwise, the indications are that usd
shelling 9,000 bushels of
crosswise and it required two hours ments, which have accumulated,"
mercial club, indicates that the glass
Williams, Democratic leader the deadlock will continue indefinite- corn there, for shipment, should the
Sharp
I'lea.
Insanity
Emotional
the
of
Expect
member
a
Bonne,
G.
E.
to right them. The fast passenger Mr.
plant.is bona fide and the deal by
of representatives, and ly, Tomorrow is payday for the Po- the water threaten to inendate the
--train, No. 101, due at 6:15 o'clock board, stat-d. "Reports during the
So far as known emotional insanity which it is to be located here will be In the house
K. Vardaman, gov- lice and firemen, but unless a Presi- mound. At present it lacks but three
James
Hon.
'the
iv;
to
referred
been
from Louisville. was delayed two year have
will be the defense, It will be alleged consummated:
f
4
iernor of Mississippi, for United States dent is elected tonight the,- men will feet. At Brookport the ferryboat has
hours. No one was injured, and the through the auditor, and the num- tliat at the time of the killing Thaw
•
"We, the' undersigned, appointed senator began today when Senator have to get along as best they may, a landing which probably will not be
ber is amazing. We will probably be- was not of right Mind, but laboring
,
damage trivial.
by Joseph L: Friedman, president of Hernande D. Money, for whom toga until such a time as the head of the reached by the water, though here
gin sending out notices after next under a nervous strain that temporThe Commercial club, to Investigate they are battling, announced In the departments which 'controls them, re- at the foot of Kentucky avenue sevweek, and will again go over the arily unbalanced him. It will also be
Married at Court House.
thoroughly the advisability of se- senate that he will not be a candidate leases the pieesine.
eral feet more will make landing
Joe Dodson, 24, and Melissa Dod- personal levy book' for corrections asserted, in order to save Thaw from
curing the glass factory of H. M. to succeed himself,
s
Alderman E. D. Hannan, Demo- difficult.
son, 34, of Gilbertsville, Marshall before we finish." The county board an asylum for criminal insane, that
Finley, after a thorough investigacratic candidate for president, is ill
All cars were removed from the
county, were married this morning has a great deal of work yet, re- since the killing his mind has become
ation of all the phases of the glass
and unable to attend the meeting to- First street tracks of the -Illinois
be
will
it
before
days
14
PALMER HOUSE OFFICE
normal.
by County Judge R. T. Lightfoot in quiring
bushiest', and Mr. Finley's responsiIS ABOUT COMPLETED night, according to information from Central yesterday, but one car for
ready to heir arguments on raises.
his office at the court house.
If such proves to be the defense bility, honesty and ability, do rechis home today. It was stated with ice. This morning three hundred feet
Mr. Jerome and his assistant, Mr. ommend that the bonus money be
show of authority yesterday of the tracks opposite the Western
some
'has
lobby
House
Pa'mer
The
was
Thaw
Garven, will insist that
secured and paid according fo the
will District warehouse were covered and
Democratic aldermen
the
that
;bane when he killed White and has terms of our agreement, and the ar- about been completed and the clerk.
a no trains will he run -until the water
stay away tonight and prevent
operator
telephone
and
bookkeeper
been sane ever since.
rangements for the location of the
members
goes down. Traffic out of First street
Republican
quorum,
The
behind the marAll the prosecution's witnesses plant consummated: Joseph L.Fried- hive been stationed
say today that they will be on hand Into Jefferson has been stopped by
touches
finishing
Only
counter.
ble
have bean found with the exception man, A. J. Decker, James A. Rudy,
lobby. The to perfortii whatever duties come be- the water covering the intersection,
of Miss Simonton, who is abroad. In Henry A. Petter, Charles E. Jen- remain to be put to the
•
be fur- fore the board, and the ditties are and the water Is backing up both
will
summer
the
in
balc.pny
the event that emotional insanity is nings, W. P. Hummel, P. D. Fitzpatmultiplying.
First street toward Broadway and
nished with palms and flowers, and
made the defense It will be necessary rick, Sol Dreyfus and George C. WalSecond
toward
Jefferson street
•
'by
generally
beautified
hotel
the
prosecutor to call a large lace."
After feebly feeling his way over "He tottered but managed to gain for the
street. A hundred barrels of gait were
Sheriff Returns.
decorations.
such
In
rebuttal.
in
he collapsed and number of witnesses
The following new subscriptions
Sheriff John Ogilvie has returned removed from -the water's edge this
a dozen crossties on an Illinois Cen- solid ground. Here
His face strucithe cinders that way Thaw's career and that of have been received:
fell.
from Eddyville where he took Alfred morning.
CONTINUES
tral trestle near the passenger depot
KIGKR
MR.
is
It
said
disclosed.
and hard frozen grond, inflicting his wife will' be
M. M. Coulson, $12; Bagby & MarOperation. Stopped.
TO CALL PADUC1AH HOME. Rogers to the penitentiary for one
yesterday afternoon .W. C. Dowd, a bruises and cuts. He was uncon- that Mr. Gaylen has in his posses•
year. He was delayed two hours by
Toe Paducah Sand company cantin. $12; Lockwood & Tuttle, $30;
history
Eveof
complete
timber buyer, fell between the rails scious when reached and a few mo- sion a moat
W. M. Karnes, $30; L. D. DuBois &
The announcement In the papers a freight train derailed at Dulaney not operate the aand,clinte any longlyn Nesbit Thaw.
and was rescued a short time later metas later came to himself In the
Co., $50; The TAX FOR Co., $50; H. a few days ago that Mr. Charles Hill this side of Eddyvitie.
er, though the digger is still in opHoward Nesbit, the young brother M. Childress, $6; F. M. Fisher, $25:
room where he was taken.
The switch leading from
by Patrolman James Clark and sev- baggage
eration.
Kim., who represents Meyer Broth
of Evelyn Thaw, will be called in re- A. Herman, $15; D. J. Mullaney, $11:
pereons who ran from the depot
the main switch and going to the
company, in this territory,
ere'
Drug
buttal. He will defend the memory L. P. Head, in: H. Friedman, $50;
wholesale bottles and the Paducah
to his assistattce. A freight train
and his family, and also the fttmily
of Mr. 'White. Howard Is now living W. .1. Humphreys, Silk
was coming behind and when the enLight and Power company le high
of the lafe Judge Sanders, would
cloudi
Increasing
WEATHER-sin this city. The boy 'has not called
gineer view him totter and fan, abut
and probably will not be put out of
leave for Bt. Louis shortly to reside
teem with min or *MOW tonight
There Is hiely ono Mad od
upon his Meter.
off the power and stopped just in
service.
will
conKiger
Mr.
error.
an
yeas
coltonight,
Warmer
newspaper clreulation .stattinsalle
Friday.
or
0.. W. Landrum, or
time. Dowd lives at 1521 de/freest:et
A few More feet will put the water
tinue to make Paducah his home.
Out Is worth anr coneitleration
der by Friday night. Highest
lamithiand, Livingston reunty, passAcademy of Music Burns.
detailed
street 'ind'itt emilloyed by John W.
daily
into the stales of the Pittsburg Coal
and that le-the
,
temperwierre
how
47;
yesterday,
treshingtrei, Jan:. P4.—The /ie.:Ha- ed thromett the Pity biet-ntrht en
Little, the spoke manufacture. He
statement. The Sinn im the only
cempene at the foot of Washington
The Island of Java is losing its
r.1 today SO.
mmy of Munk-, one of Washington's route to Frankfort on bestreete. He Is
Paducah paper printing such
was walking from Broadway to the
street, and the city wale* will be
prortnier. The
cotton
a
as
supremacy
second-class theaters, was practically a -candidate for railroad commissionstatement.
111111 down the railroad. An Attack
alnow
Sumatra
in
produced
destroyed by tIre WI morning. The er, and making a thorough canvass toffee
(Continued on page fear.)
of vertigo seised him lust before he
most entallill It.
Is $100,000.
lose
of„the district.
trestle.
ended laie journey across, the
4

•

ONE

GEN. AlAlleit DIES.
Washington, Jan. 24.—Senator Russell A. Alger, of Michigan, formerly secretary of war,
o'clock this morning
died at
at his home here. The cause was
heart trouble from which he had
been suffering some time.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

When George Harvey, an Illinois
Central railroad fre,ght train connear
ductor, residing
Eleventn
-.street on-Broadway, sent his street
clothes to the parlors of a local
pressing club, he did not, realize he
was sending $107.50 in them, and
as a ,result the detectives and Chief
or Police James Collins are working
d,ligently with the "sweating" process to disclose the whereabouts of
the missing money.
Harvey was called suddenly to
"take out" a run. He was In his
street clothes, and forgetting about
his money, $90 being In cash, $17.50
In a money order and his railroad
identificsAion card also, he turned
the hastily made up bundle over to a
negro messenger boy who delivers
for the pressing club.
When Harvey remembered leaving
h:s cash in his street clothes he telephoned the pressing club. No money
had been found. As soon as possible
he made a persoeal investigation,
with the same result. Yesterday he
appealed to the police and the negro
messenger was "sweated" but with
no success. Others are undergoing
toe process today, and the police are
confident they will secure the money.

..M.a.1•••••••

D

aducah Southern Railway Company
Name of Line Projected From St.
Louis to Hickman Through This City

DEADLOCK MAY BE
BROKEN TONIGHT

BOARD TO REVISE
ALL ASSESSMENTS

REPORT FAVORS
GLASS COMPANY

Fainting Spell Seized W.C. Dowd at
a Most Inopportune Moment and He
Was Rescued From Before an Engine

•,
••--

S

(rift

'ACE Y44101),.

CbeKentutty MONTS MGM
AS HEAD OF CANAL
BOTH PHONES 54$.

haracter which demands not only
personal grace but great letelligetwe
and emotional depth. Miss Marie
Drofnah will appeal as "Portia."

THT-Esriif, JANUARY 24iT

PADUCATT EVENDM 1.45C1I

BOARD WILL MEET
TWICE EACH MONTH

• ."

YEN WHISKEY

Real Hooligan ("umiak.
•
Like Palmar Cox's BroWnias and
the gatzejammtc Kids, Happy linigiPresident of Interborough gan is ope of the caricature creatures Until Spring Time Redoubles
that haa, evidently come to stay. SevTIE
And balauei, of week
Tractiob Company
Work of Departments
eral•clever, real comedies have' been
STAID
created the fun written around the
DI6 RAMA MATINEE SATURDAY
character, but ffone It seems have yet
Engineer Stevens Will De Operating oven approached in genuine merit and
H'i/J Probably lau•••A•di Power
Mr°
' Yet,
Head of Enterprise for
to Operate Sewer Punip in
clean wit and humor the original
OF TUE
Government.
the Future.
comedy of Hooligan's Troubles, by
U.S.
Mark N. Swan, created into isitY conEINMENT
fining the oharacter strictly 'within
the esvironment to which it belongsd.
MESSAGE
LONG SESSION YESTERDAY
ON
SKIP SUBSIDY
Hooligan's troubles.,protraye him as
be is and the fun arising therefrom
Touight.
is fast and furious. The original
Washington, Jan. 24.—The resig- number one company with the origSemi-itionthly
meetings of the
HAYNER WHISKEY is
nation of ,Theodoie P. Shonts, chair- inal Hooligan, pretty Grace Burgoyne board of public works, the first and
ino u r own
BOTTLED
man
prevent
of the Panama canal commis- and the all star company will
third Tuesdays in the month, were
A Sensational Drains in 4 Acts.
Registered Distillery No.2, TenthDistrict,Ohi
IN B
the direct
oO
, under
a
sion, was announced at the white this deliciously funny comedy farce devided on at the meeting of that
Prices—Matinee, children 10c, house. t will take effect
and most rigid supervision of the U.
Internal Revenue
not later here. In the program are twenty-one board yesterday afternoon. The meetadults 25e. Night prices, 10e, 20e than March 4, Shonts haying been musical specialties. The engagement ing day was changed from WednesDepartment—and its agc,full strength,full measure and absolute
elected today as president of the is for Tuesday Vett at The Keny to Tuesday to sults-the conveniand 30e.
by its .„
purity are
by_the
Interborough Metropolitan company, tucky.
ence of the members. Next summer
QUALITY G0AR/1117El),
Y MATURED
stamp
over
thecork
of
each
bottle.
••0.1.1
OM•%WM
OM II•OM
Oilh
•
NM•
which controls the rapid transit and
when the work is heavy on the
THIS stamp of the UMW States Government Is recognized all over the world
many surface lines in New York.
Married on Stage.
beard the weekly meetings probably
as the highest and most trustworthy guarantee and indorsement that could
No announcement was made as to
Louisville, Jan. 24.—In a pretty will be resumed.
be given—and proves every claim we have made for RAYNER WHISKEY.
who will succeed Shonts as chairman Venetian garden, 'neath the rays of
-What promised to be a short sesfirst Time Here
We are one of the largest distillers in America, and the ONLY ones
of the commission, but it was learn- a pale, stage moon, with their fel,low sion of the board, was lengthened
who have tlAir own whiskey bottled in bond and sell their entire product
ed authoritatively that the 'head- stage folk, fully costumed far the out to two hours and forty minutes,
DIRECT TO TIIE CONSUMER. By buying direct from us, you save all
quarters will be removed from Wash- second act of "The Girl and the Ban- 'he sewer pumping station, the sign.
the dealers' and middlemen's profits—and get a pure, properly aged, full
strength, full measure whiskey, bottled iu bond under United States
ington to the Isthmus and that a dit." posed picturesquely in gondola situation and ,the sewer construction
Government supervision, laid down at your express office at a much lower
tr
high salaried chairman to serve in and about fluted pillars, Miss Mar- work. ocoupying most of the time.
price than dealers charge you for inferior, watered goods.
that capacity alone, will not, be nam- garet Keys and Mr. John F. Maas, 'Manager Bleecker of the Paducah
COMPA
DISTILLING
ENAYNER
Supported by
SOLE ROARS OR
ed. This being admitted, it follows members of the Viola Gillette Opera Traction company, was present - with
Send us your order on our guarantee that you will lite it
403fkastwissOisr.,.!., R: 2IC:-'Disraiti I of 15.
Nellie McHenry, Nor-ti an Hackett, that John F. Stevens, engineer , in company, were married on the stage the board to discuss the charges for
with n
so marks to
OFFICES...5'r .PPING GEROTS
cA
Aphie Jameti and kveritable
i
kyr.FV1reinQtritliclis cF350;PT
charge of the construction of the ca- cf Macauley's theater lait night by supplying newer to motor at sewer
no.
ATIAR17.
MD. St PAUL
PRIVATE STOCK "BOTTLED IN BOND" WHISKEY FOR ti.20—and we will pay
nal would not be made subordinate Magistrate Edward J. O'Oonnor. The pumping station. The motet. is 40the express charges. When it arrives, take it home and sample it and have your friends
test It too, evet-y bottle If you wish. Then if youdon't fie4 it just as we say and perfectly
ceremony was performed in the eres- thorse power and power has been
to another official on the isthmus.
satisfactory, ship it back to us at our expense anti vaut 1.5.21) will be promptly refunded.
I'resenting
YOU don't risk a cent. The expense is ALL oars I you are not EVIRELY pleased
the supplied in the past at the rate or
enee of the audience between
with the goods.
first and second acts of the opera.
Skip Subsidy Need.
Shakespeare's Charming Comedy
$C a day. Manager Bleecker submitAddress your order to our nearest office arc
sure to mention "Division '164,
The president today sent to conted figures to the board, showing that
Orders for ArIL., Cal..('olo., Idaho, Mont., Nee., N. Mex., 0_,_re. Utah,,
h
Wash. c.r Wyo, mast boon the basis of 4 Quarts for Mee by EXPRESS
gress a message calling attention tO
the light company could not supply
PREPAID. or 20 Q,uirt, for 9645) by FIRER:11T PREPAID.
the great desirability of enactment
power to the motor at a profit, for
PRESCRIPTION
of legislation to help American shipless than $43 a day for the same serFOR "CYCLONE"
ping and American trade by encourvice formerly supplied at the 16 rate.
CATARRH CURE
aging the building and running of
ST, LOUIS, MO.
He said that as long as the wires are
DAYTON, OHIO.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ATLANTA, OA.
lines of large and swift steamers to
connected, the company has to keep
ESTABLISLIE13 1566.
TRGY, 01110.
CAPITAL, $500,000.00, PAID IN FULL
The name "Cnejone" is given
Souta America and the Orient.
in reserve, 40 horse power for use
to the following prescription, it
State
aid to steamship lines, the
any time in the year it might be
A production complete to the most
..
is supposed, because of its
president says, is as much a part of
needed at the station.
minute detail.
promptness in (Irving from the
the commercial system of today as
The charge shemed so formictable.
Costumes Chonis
Mule state employment of consuls to pro- blood and system every vestige that the board members discussed boa: d may carry the cases aleher fort down the wharf on which the gang- , was given permission to erect st
Steam
prepare
anal der.',
of catarrhal poison. To
:nn.
ways of the wharfboaf may run up tclock sign illaininated withaelectricmote business.
PE WEN
the advisability of Installing steam
1 and
the mixture: Get from any gssod
Mr. E. ward
down. It would cost a thousand ' ny. President Wilhelm, Secretary
Bridges,
the
sewer
'Meer, but as the motor is only used
$1 50
All down stairs—
prescription pharmacy one-half
aontractoi, objects; to the action of or more dollars, so the runways may Taylor and Mr. Langstaff were presPasses Salary Rill.
high
and
water,
in
rarely
half
over
a
—$1,75c, 50c
Balcony
ounce Flutist 'Extract Dandelion,
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott in . keep on running as far as the board ent.
The senate today
accepted the
dozen days In the year steam power
one'ounce Compound Kargon
35c, 25c proposition of the house to increase
Gallery .
tlearIng up and
repairing streets can act. Requisitions for supplies for
evidently
would
'expensive.
be
More
and three ounces Compound
Seats on sale Saturdey 9 a. m.
orn up by the contractors, without the city light plant were held
the sa:aries of senators, members
No chance for disappointment if
up
Mr. Bleecker then suggested that
Syrup Sarsaparilla. Shake well
notifying them, and charging the pending the action of —the general you serve Mrs. Austin's Pancakes.
and territorial delegates to $7,500
there
in
unused
some
generators
are
and use' in teaspoonful doses
sost to the contractor. Mr. Elliott din council in making the apportion- All grocers se:I it.
annually and those of the vice presithe city lighting plant which could
after each meal and at bedtime.
Isis on one occasion to open hp a ments for the departments,' A bill
dent, the speaker and members of
be rigged up to run the pumping stastreet to allow the residents to get from the National Roofing and Pavthe cabinet to $12,000.
You need not worry about heaven
This is a harmless, inexpention on the city power, and said that
:n and ott of their houses. The board ing company for doing hauling for If the thought of you makes 'people
Here's a Good One.
sive mixture which has a peIt would be more satisfactory to the
has charge of all sewer construction the city, was allowea, amounting to happy.
culiar action upon the eliminalighting company if the city could
Ind concurred in the action of the $44.
tive thisues of the Kidneys, asmake arrangements to care for the
Theatrical Notes
street Inspector.
A bad glace on South Second street ` There nevei• are two talents gifen
sisting them to filter and strain
pumping station.
The Paducah Wharfboat companY 1 near Adams street was ordered
from the blood and system the
re- to those who are unwilling to inverts
Superintendent Keebler, of, the
wishes the city to build a run-way paired and J. L. Wanner,
a jeweler, , the one.
catarrhal poisons which, if not
city lighting plant, said the generaeradicated, are absorbed by the
tors could be used for that purpose,
mucous membrane and an open
laa Lear.
and advised that the motor at tne
sore o: catarrh is the result.
Ina Lehr and company will present
pumping station be duplicated, to
for the first time here the sensational
avoid a dangerous situation should
Prepare some and try it, anydrama In four acts, "California."
thg single motor break down in high
way, as it is the prescription of
Unlike all other plays of its caliber,
water. It takes hours for the present
an eminent catarrh and throat
is free from Mato] shots and Indians.
pump, with a rapacity of 3,000,000
specialist
of national reputation.
"California" is a beautiful story told
gallons in 24 hours, to keep the wain four acts; full of good dramatic
ter down in the sewer system. It can
sitmatiOns and a vein
good comedy
till up in less than an hour. City
running through the play. Mies Lehr
Six hundred thousand dollars of Engineer Washington said a pump
as Dokwes will be seen in one of her Russell Sage's money going to build
with a capacity of 5,000,000 gallons
ITS Mt
hest characterizations; every
mem- a new play house in New York, with Is needed.
'MX ORIGINAL
ber of the company is admirably the consent of his widow, suggests
The hoard askedMr. Bleecker te
cast. Matinee Saturday at 2 P• ni•, the remoteness of the testator from
give the rate for which the power
on which occasion will, be presented all possibility of scrutinizing
securi- could be supplied to the city, which
%V itli the tirigesii llooligan Arthur 0. "The Waifs of New York." See Baby ties.
would be fair to the light company,
May, dainty Grave liurgoyne and the Rayne in the star role.
and tne'question of the city furnishoriginal all star company' 23 Vaudetleadach•s sad Nouralgla from Cold ing its own power, or of erecting a
ville and musical numbers. This is the
Louis Jaime'',
LAXATIVE BROM° Quinine. the worid wide steam pump,
would he considered
It is said that Louis James has Cold and Grip remedy removes cause Call for next
play and this is the company that
spring when sewer district. No.
fall
name.
Look
for
signature
K,
W.
Grove.
re
makes 'em all whistle, sing, roar and achieved a greater triumph this sea2, comes as an' additional burden on
10101.1E.
son by his exquisite handling of ?stEnvy is an admission that the man the pumping station.
50e.
35e,
Prices: 215c,
ew? in "The Merry Wives of Windtoward whom you feel it has dose
Managing Bleecker asked forgivesor" than in any other play he has
Sedate on sle Monday 0 a. m.
something of which you are Incapa- ness of the board for placing a
been seen in in years, for while it is
S
transformer on a light pole in front
ble.
said, he has adhered with scholarly
of the Palmer House, which the
fidelity to the Falstaff of Shakespeare
board had directed should be placed
he has departed from aid traditional
in the cellar of the hotel. The
reading and costuming, thns be prechange was a necessary one and the
sents a Falstaff original in concepboard readily recognized the exig
tion and execution.
The Eminent Actor
Mr. James is
cy. A pole on the corner of Fifth
said to have eliminated every irrelestreet and Broadway must come
Cuspidors, each______
Granite Coffee Pots, each ____25C
15C
vent word of the text, and by an exdawn and the light company will:
perienced and Judicious hand has se
China Plates, each .
•
have to erect two poles near the cor5C Butcher Knives, each
manipulated the dialogue and draner to handle the electrical apparatDecorated Cake Plates,
matic action that it fairly breathes
Water Bottles, each
...
1 OC
us.
the atmosphere of ancient Windsor
Meat
Dishes,
each ______.—
The manner of supplying power to
Coffee
and
Mills,
15C
each
15C
Accompanied by
With the enap and dash of modem,
We import our beet cigars dithe fire alarm apparatus at the CenChina Covered Dishes,
New York. There ten° hiatus in tin
Re-tinned.
Basting
Spoons,
each
.._
_
1C
tre) fire station St North Fourth
rect, Gum assuring our trade
interest, no long desertations on obstreet, was thought extrtmely danGravy Boats. each
of
always
In
Wire
stocks.
dofresh
Table
Mats,
10c
each
MISS MARIE
.....
solete topic's, a rapidity of movement
gerous by Mr. Bleecker, but he was
meet Lc cigars we receive free;
In text, as well as in the traditional
Covered Sugar Dishes, each ..
----- 10c Roasting Pans, each
refereed to the board of police and
—
1 5C
-stage business permeates the entire
supplies twice a week.
fire commissioners, who have emote
Cream Pitchers, each
_ 5c Match Holders, two for.. _
preeentation. Absolute fidelity
5C
te
of the fire department.
locale. has, however, been adhered to
Covered
Butters,
each
•
—____
Toothpick
10C
Holders, two for
Superintendent Keebler asked the
5C
Windsor, The Garter Inn, Windsor
board for permission to buy 500
No. 1 China Lamp complete......_
No.
1
Lamp
Park, Hearne's Oak and all the 'hisChimneys,
15c
two for......._______ 5C
volts of eleetrielly !rem the Pailucah
torical spots are reproduced, it Is.
After-Dinner White Cups and Saucers,
Decorated China 3-piece Oat Meal Sets,
Light and Power company to test
said, with consumate accuracy.
per set
the lighting apparatus, the capacity
—________ 1 00
per set—
1 OC
of
the
city
plant
not
being
sufficient
4th
and
Broadway
Hanford
as Harr Antony.
40 People in the Cast 40
to Ali an requirements. A wire from
Seats are now on male for the en
the eltat,plant will lap tae light cona
LA SONIA.
easement of (lharles B. Hanford at
pears wire.
A Carload of Special Tbe Kentucky on Wednesday, JanuHEI,MONT.
City Solicitor James Campbell. Jr..
ary 34). Mr. lis.oford'a appearance
Scenery.
said be concern in Judge Cross' InIn this It Is always a welcome event
OPTIMO.
terpretation of the law in the test
for in addition to his own magnett.
cases over the sign ordinances; In
Prices: 25, 3.5, 50,
and $1.50
-------- ---7and compelling personality. Mr. HanAre brands familiar to nil lovwhich Judge Cross took the posItioa
Seats on sale Meader 9s. m.
'
ford has Invariably had surroundings
ers of good sinerkee.
that the old ordinances under which
of great efficiency as to cast and rethe signs in question had been erectJust the Thing.
markable libecalltY as to scenery and
ed were never repealed. Mr. CampTHE
Sc
SENIOR,
col:easue is the cost urinal. The special production
'bell recommended as the bent way
most insatiable man I ever saw. He which Mr, Hanford offera this season
laround the waverer- decision, to Inms to
Is
the
beet popular price' clog
Is a eolestati revival, of "Jullite Owewant* everything he sees.
t,trOduell
an orilnanee In the general
;
. r ,- the play in which he scored his
you
made. out our tines comprise
hilted teat GUT s
oosnefl. repealing the old ordlnan-I
daughter Jo Ilm'!"--Tritneliated. for first great friutiiph as a star. Mr J
popular cigars at say price.
cm and better grafting the board's,
112-114-116 North Fourth Street.
Transatlanile Tales from Megzendor- Hanford will assume the role of the
authority. This &arse probably wIllI
Roman orator "Marc 'Antony," a
ter Matter.
be pursued, though meanwhile the

TO=NIGHT

BOTTLED IN BOND

IDA LEHR & CO.

aov.'

Four Big Vaudeville Acts
IS —

ill

FULL $3.20 EXPRESS
PREPAID
QUARTS

Direct From Our Dislillery to YOU.
now
IMPORTANT NOME

"CALIFORNIA"

guaranteed

MONDAY NIGHT,Jan. 28

•

S.
United Stags.G4t).-tm.nkw-at

as

NE
PRIVATE STOCK

HISKEY
°TILED IN BON

Louis James

CUR OFFER N`Z.7eil,;,s•,endF

ALL STAR CAST

'
oe

The Merry Wives
of Windsor

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY, Division 2164

Tuesday Night, Jan.29

Wednesday Night, Jan.30

The Best
Cigars
In Town

l

For the above date we have prepared another BIG BARCAIN COUNTER, made up of specials left over from our
many special sale days, also "odds and ends" of our China
and Queensware Department. Any article offered you on
this counter is well worth several times the amount asked.
Read the list below, which will give you a small idea of bargains awaiting you. BRING YOUR BASKETS---as
none of these goods will be delivered—and gct as many of
each as you wish.
Half Gal,

10c

10C

1 Oc

DROFNAH

1C

In a Notablc Production of

Gilbert's Drug
Store

THE SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 8:30 O'CLOCK

75, $1

DES4-61SURFOR
cOM PANY-

l

1

ca,

C.

-FRIDAY, JANUARY 25

HOOLIGAN'S TROUBLES

Julius Caesar

• .1

I FRIDAY SPECIAL

or

CHARLES B. HANFORD

a

t

.1 \42)......

tt THE HON

_ .. . .

Ns.

4

•

-

N'HID

- THTILSDAY, JANUARY 24,

MEN'S TROUSERS

9
- PEOPLE'S LOBBY
AND LEE BERNHEIM
Fortner Paducah Boy Who is
Doing Something.

AT

CLEARANCE SALE PRICES

4

spotory #of tireateet Political Reforno
Institution in History of This
country.

rrHERE is probably more real
service in a pair of extra
trousers thin in any other one
article oi clothing. The refined
patterns which we are offering
are good form at all times—
wi ich ma k es the low price
$1.50 Men's Pants no*..._....._ $ 1. 1 3
2 00 Men's Pants now..
1.50
2 50 Men's Pants
1.88
3.00 Men's Pants
4 2.25
3.50 Men's Pants now.........._ 2.63
4.00 Men's Pants now ..........— 3.00
5.00 Men's Pants now....
3.75
6.00 Men's Pants now__.— 4.50
6.50 Men's Pants
4.88
7.50 Men's Pants now
8.00 Men's Pants now
6.00

azikak

tot N 5414780Y 5 OUTFITTERS
Established 1668

NEWS OF KENTUCKY

Deserts His Wife.
Mayfield, Jan. 24.—Bynum Green,
who sonle time ago married a Miss
Mao:r•ell, Jan. 24.—J. W. BenneCcsby, of the West Plains section of
dicr oe:C.ed a letter frau his sister the county, last weak sold his farm
Clorten th:s morning. _Aating that and taking his youngest eon left for
a. relative by the name of Bracken of parts unknown. His wife was a
Union City was dead and had :eft daughter of Mrs. Coeby, widow of
them a fortune of perhaps $I,000,- E.:quire Tom Ccsby, who shot him010. There are nine of the heirs self some time last year. He iqt_ a
and all share equally in the money. 'tete in the mail box telling her to go
Me. Bennedict will time. for Clinton back home and get some one -to take
this ,evenieg to assist in the preparoe care of her, and said that he hal
*Wm of the papers necessary to trans- some one to care for him. He left
fer the money to the heirs. -fh.? prop- 'ode- of his children with her. It will
oily consists of land and other prop- be remembered that it was supposed
3layfieldian in Luck.

4

4,

te be on account of him that Esq.
Cosby shtt himself.
After he had
Sold his farm, and borrowed all the
money he cou:d from his wife, he left
and has not been heard from since.
Prof. Challenges Student.
Lexington, Ky.. Jan. 24.—Prof. J.
S. Purdom, an instructor in the preparatory department of • Kentucky
State college, has instituted a new
methed of enforcing discipline in the
class-rooms of the institutions of
learning. Yesterday he invited John
Henry Hudson, a husky student, who
with
the
expressed diseatiefaction
professor's treatment cf him during
a recitation, to step into the gymnaseutn and they would settle their differences by a set-to to a finish with
boxing gloves.

INGLANDSAYS

NO ALUM
IN FOOD
In England and France the Sale

SACRIFICES

HIS OWN CAREER.

Washington, Jan. 24.—There is in
Washington—and it is undoubtedly
the moat todque- sPasetaele
affords—a miin Who is working itithout salary ,for nobody but the genera:
public. He pays his own expenses
and is planning to held down the job
indefinitely.
This unique individual is Lee S.
Bernheim, assistant secretary of the
People's /.14.1oby. This organization
recently" open e4 its headquarters in
Washington, and Is now at work. It
has already done several things,
though it has made no public announcement c them.

- doubly anractive-.

erty, and a life Insurance policy
,amqunting to $20^0.,400. Some of thorn
property is in Daweon and .Uniou
City and other places.

PAGE THREr

PADTreArf EVENTNTI ik711

The story of Lee Bernheim is
shcrt and different. He hails from
Louisville, Ky., where he engaged for
some time in the wholesale liquor
business. With more than the average
ability for making money and leis
than the average desire for merely
having it, Lee Bernheirn arrived at
the age of thirty-five with all the
money he wanted and a desine, to do
something of account in the world.
To the astonishment of his friends
and the disgust of hi; relatives, he
closed out his business and went to
college. Going to New York he entered the Columbia university ,and
plunged into a course, of economics
and history. He had finished
this
course and was about to sail for Germany to do some original work in
foreign ile:do when he Was confronted by a staring poster on the side of
a humble ash barrel. The poster announced the birth of the "People's
bbry.''
Losi
Bernheim sped away to purchase nmagazine giving a full account of the lobby. After reading
the account Mr. Bernheim canceled
his' sailing engagement and mailed a
(heck to the treasurer of the People's Lobby. In the letter he sent a
note offering his personal services for
an indefinite time free of charge. He
explained that he had been looking
for an opportunity to do some good

of Alum Baking Powder is prohibited by law because of the injurious effects that follow its use;
The law in the District of
Columbia also prohibits Alum
in food.
'You may live where as yet you have no protection against Alum
The only sure protection against Alum in your Baking Powder is to

Say plabily

ROYALPOWDER
ROYAL is made from Absolutely pure Cream of Tartar,—a pure Grape

product. . Aids digestion—adds to the healthfulness of food.

in the world and to make tome use lWalierstein and Mrs. Jacob Waller- ation a few weeks ago. His general
i health "is about normal.
of the education and the money he stein of this city.
Mr. Harrimv has had no extendhad acquired, and it seemed to him
I el vacation tr
Harriman Plans Vacation.
since his trip to the
that this offered such an opportunity.
If Inoiness permitseE. H. Harri- orient in 1905. It is doubtful if he
He received a reply from Henry
in man probably will take a long vaca- will go abroad now. The chances are
Beach Needham, who is noscharge of the lobby in Washington, tion in the near future, but not until .that tie will at no time be out of—
touch with his office.
and in a short time he was installed after the hearing of the interstate:
in the position of assistant secretary. commerce commission in New York.
May Move •Asylam.
The offices of the People's Lobo' If all goes smoothy then, and no big]
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 24.—The
are In the Murisey building, on Penn- problems are developed, the chance'
sylvania avenue. They have already are that *r. Harriman will be Sway state board Of oontrol for charitable
Institutions haslet Its report, now in
shown evidences, of systematized ex- a couple of months.
the
doily. A large volume of mat,I arConsidering the wide notoriety he course of preparation, revived
riving every- morning shows that the investigation of the Harriman lint. project discussed at the last genera!
public is actively interested ip its has brougat forth and the big isstoo assembly of rebuilding the Eastern
special representative at the nation's that appear to be held in the lenience, Asylum upon some other site in Fayeapital. There is likewise a continu- It is safe to say that most men, O ette count,;, or removing it to some
be
ous line of callers, people oho ceme harassed by illness for A month io other place. ,Tne governor will
to tell 'things whech they know or lore, would view the appioachine Wei to make some recommendation
think ought to be done.
inquisition with considerable trepida- to the next legislature in the matter:
tion. But according to men who
On aa•erage 298 alien chi:dren unelm IS a native of Padu- know best, -Mr. Harriman is not worLee B.
cah, where he is well known.
ried. He has not- been- at his office der 14 years old arrive In New York
He is a nephew cf Mrs, 14:onien since he underwent a surgical oper- iCity each day.

est

Silks,Crepe de Chine
Linens
REMNANTS
Friday and Saturday

Silks
6 pieces check and plaid Silk, the
season's newest, in black, white,
green, blue, etc., regular The Lac
quality, Friday and Saturday..10U

Crape DeChine
•

4
•

6 pieces all silk Crape DeChine,
in black, white, blue, pink, canary,
best quality, for 75c, made EQc
Friday and Saturday

I.

Linens

ar•

10 pieces 36 in. all pure Irish
Linen, just the thing for waists
and dresses, regular 75e
quality, Friday and Saturday..58C
10 pieces 36 in. all pure Linen,
just the thing for waist arid suiting,
the regular 50e quality, Friday and Saturday

39c

Remnants
Friday is Remnant Day We
have some exceptional ones this
Friday in White Goods, Embroideries, Laces, Dresit Goods, etc.
Come early end get your pick.

For fine' toilet articles et priear to snit

crime ,Friday

and Saturday

OGILVIE'S
kITOW-1 THAT PLEASC.

n'
n..
OleChord Will Win. •••--""
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 24.—The
Democratic committees from both the
First and the Second railroad commiesioners' diAricts have been called
to meet in Louisville next Friday, to
determine the time and manner of
making nominations in these districts
by the Democratic party. The tip
here Is that a primary will be called
for the Second district, which take.;
in Louieville and Lexington and the
adjoining counties, while at the same
time a reinvention will be called for
the First district, which takes in all
the counties in western KentuckY, or
the First, Second and Third congressional districts, It is also known
that in the Second district the opposition to the renomination of C. C.
MoChord is on tae point of collapsing.
Itaileoad Cenundsston Meets.
Lou:sville, Jan. 14.—Chairman C.
C. MeChord and McD. Ferguson, mem
hers of the Kentucky railroad commission, will go to Fordsville this
morning for the purpose of adjustlug a little dispute between the Illinois Central Railway company and
the builders of the line between Masai-on and Fordsvi:le, connectire4 with
the HendersOn Route branch fo Irvington. It seems the Illinois Central
people and ..the builders of the new
line cannot agree an how the ex tense shall be borne in putting in
MeOhord
the crossing. Chairman
isle, last night that the commission
nev4r has any trouble in adjusting
The commier loners
=each matters.
win return to LoulavOle either tonight eer tomorrow, so as to be read)
for the sitting of the commission at
the Seelbach Friday to finish • the
hearing of the complaint against the
Railroad
company
Illinois Central
tiled by William Eadoe, president of
the Hiliside Coal company.'
HOLIDAY MIL

YEACHEtts

I I.H ;

6
\VORA I NO•

teacher* In the public
schools are busy grading papers and
tomorrow will be ready to receive
their pupils back to give them promotion cards with inetritetions rileToday

Rudy, Phillips 4 Co.
219-223

BROADWAY

Annual Silk Sale
Monday, January 28

POSTAL TELEGRAPH COMMERCIAL CABLES

TELEGRAM
The Postal Telegraph-Cable Company (Incorporated) transmits and delivers this message subject to ihe teyms and conditions printed on
" the hick of this blank.
_

•

"••••

14----Paid,

49---M1.--I---Ji----

Chicago

Ills

932 A -M
1-2441907

,.J. I. Rudy
Care Rudy

Philli P.s & Co.
Paducah Ky.

lave bought large lot of silks at bargain, for special sale.
Advertise for Monday.
R.._11. Phillips.

above is a duplicate of telegram received at noon. This sale of silks will go on Monday
THEmorning
at 9 o'clock and will include Fancies, Blacks and'Crepe de Chines, all colors, at
.for-the exact qualities and prices. This is
remarkably reduced prices. Watch Saturday's pipets
our Annual January Silk Sale and, with tbia fortunate pat-chase, promires to be larger than ever.

1.144-..to loaseVers. ,achoot
ispeehily rhe younger Otter. are 'enjoying the two days' vacation. Hundreds gre out on roller skates, and
Broadway was alive with them toiSay.

—You know yqur calling *anis
ameorrect when they clime from The
Sun Reran' card* and plat I
end red, 'be O3Ciii101*

•

Rudy, Phillips 6' Co.

r"-dristr•

ram goes opiging

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

culture medium for the germs
the Dabucah sun. ofgoodthese
diseases and a frequent STATE

FARMERS'
INSTITUTE MEET

fire2tIoar8.01101149110111blialliaatteWareersDilsh

agent of indirect infection. Has the
a'OICE OF THE PEOPLE.
health department paid any real atBY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO. tention to this serious phase of the
INCostrostATED
Problem? Bartzen is "only" a buildT. M. FISHER. President.
The Mayoralty Race.
ing commissioner, not a medical exGeneral Manaffue.
E. J. PAXTON,
Te The Suitt - but he hair at least atteMpted
iplagiumuippiox
_
The writer wialses to correct you ,
alttiered at the postoffIce at Podia=la to do something along the right lines. Call Sent Out for Shelbyville
Ky.. as second class matter s
idea concerning the mayorality con
Commissioner. Whalen and his staff
SUN
DAILY
THE
February 26
test. He made no such statements
criticised his
$ .1') have superciliously
BY carrier, per week
with regard to Hon. Oharlee Re,eI's
but
"dirt,"
"ventilation"
talk
of
advance
and
.25
in
month,
By mail, per
proposed candidacy as published in
2.19 have they bettered his crude instrucBy mail, per year, in advance
Letter of Instructions Tells of the The Sun of the 234 Inst. The writer
THE WEEKLY SUN
tions?"
Per year, by mail, postage paid-MOO
Duty and Privileges of
voted for Mr. feed four times in his
AAdrese THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
Delegates.
•
five races for mayor, and the last
Quite a few old faces are recalled
Phones 115
ogle*. 116 South Third.
time against himself as Mr. Reeti's
by reports of the vote of state legisPayne a young, Climate sad Now latures on United States senators;
opponent-and
against him only a
fork representatives.
single time. When
Reed defeated
THE SUN can be found at the follow- but Dryden, of New Jersey-Ugh, CROP
REPORTER
APPOINTED
Yeiser, he supported Yeiser. The
•sig places:
New Jersey!--is still "pending" with
R. D. Clements a Oa.
writer would suggest that he has
inquiry
bribery
Into a $10,00e
Van Culin Bros.
Palmer House.
bee greatly honored by the citizens
charge, likewise pending. The folJohn witheim'a
lowing senators were elected:
State Agricultural Commissioner of Paducah; has had no disappointJoseph W. Bailey, Texas: John T. Vreeland today addressed a letter to ments; is not soured at anybody or
Morgan, Alabama: E. W. Pettus, Ala- the members of the farm
'. Blatt- other thing, but to the contrary is
bama; Shelby M. Cullom, Illinois; tutes of Kentucky, notifying
ern" brimming full and. running over in
Knute Nelson, Minnesota; Stephen of the selection of Shelbyville as toe appreciation of- past kindnesses, and
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B. Elkins, West Virginia; Francis E. place of holding the second annual will not be a candidate for mayor
warren, Wyoming; Charles Curtis, state institute on February 26, 27 regardless of who shall make the
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Vary truly,
Kansas; Fred M. Molkey. Oregon: and 28, and of the provisions of the race.
December-19041. •
JAS. M. LANG.
Jonathan Bourne, Jr., ,Oregon; B. R. law governing the holding of the In3963
'3930
1
17
Tillman, South Carolina; F. M. Sim- stitute, delegate strength and other
3921
3
18
3890
JUST PURE WATER.
details.
laOlaae-North Carolina.
3949
...3877
4 •
19
The
law
provides
counthat
each
3
3926
20
3868
A wonderful man Is President ty shall have one vote on all matters Couldn't Think of Any Use for Foun6......„..3935
21
3938
tain in Kentucky.
Roosevelt. He bt no creature ef par- coming before the institute, but does
3939
7
22
3896
ty. He makes his own- policy, and not limit the niqnber of delegates
8
3939
3894
24
Thd Daughters of the American
then, when the senate Republicans that may be 'sent from each
county.
10..
3961
26
'Revolution
will read with interest the
turn against him, he plays 'sufficient
At this institute two members of
11
3925
27
3884
of the mint:tray against them to win the 'state board of agriculture, for- fight that was made In the house by
12..
3932
28
3927
his point. That Brownsville investi- estry and immigration will be elect- Congressman 011ie James for the bill,
13
29
3934
3899
gation was a palpable effert to htr- 1l ed to serve four years, beginning permitting the erection of a fountain
14
31
3921
3888
miliate the president. The president March 1 1907. These members are in the postoflice yard. The Woman's
3914
Mb
did nothing but furnish the senators to fill vacancies which will occur in National Daily, of St. Louis, de97,921 the facts,
Total
and plenty of rope. When I the First and Third appellate dis- scribes it as follows:
Average for December, 1906...3,917 Senator
"Mann, of Illinois, had to get into
Foraker had
successfully i tricts. Each district will elect its own
Average for December, 1905...3,740 wound the rope
another controve
with 011ie James,
around
his . own member of the board.
of Kentucky, who was engiueering
neck, Senator
Blackburn
deftly
The law
provides that
further
under him. each country club or institute shall bill allowing the Daughters of the
Increase
177 kicked tne props from
to erect a
Personally appeared
before
ma Won't the senate cabal ever get elect one crop reporter from each Amerlean Revolution
this. Jan. 1 1907, E. J Paxton, gen- enough of laying traps for the presi- magisterial district in their several drinking fountain on grounds owned
government near a public
eral manager of The Sun, who af- dent?
counties. 711-- duty of the crop repor- by the
buildireg at Paducah, Ky.
firms that the above statement of
ter shall be to report to the commis"What use have they for a drinkIt is not every would-be humeri* sioner the condition of growing crops.
the circulation of Thlit Sun for the
ing fountain in Kentucky?" asked
month of Dec., 19'46, is true to the that is brougpt. to a full realization
Mann, the irrepressible.
of his defective sense of humor, in
best of his knowledge and belief.
Merely a Trace.
"This is for•women only, I think,"
the manner the United States senate
PETER PURYEAdll
remarked James.
adopted for the chastening Senator
Notary Public.
"I notice,". : said
Congressman
Tillman, The sensational method of
My commission expires January
Payne, of New York, "the bill does
using the "slipper" might well be
22, 1908.
not say whether the fountain was to
copied in private life. The meanest
use water or not. • Mr. Mann assumes
man In the world is the fellow whose
(Continued from page one.)
Daily Thong
. ht.
they are going to use water, but the
funny bone is tickled only 'by the apThe only reason that error is pow- parent suffering of some other anibill does not specify."
used. The'regular road down to taut
erful Is that there is some little of mate creature. Tillman, we will ad"It is pure water,"
declared'
coal
flats may have to be abandoned,
truth at its core.
James, and then the bill was passed."
mit, end not mean to offend, his abbut coal from the river will be posject apology proved as much. The
sible in the highest water as the
CHICAGO'S PLIGHT.
brutal joker would have considered
YOUNG GIRL STABBED.
light barges could be floated up into
It is not until We are confronted his colleagues wanting in a ane apthe street if tecessary. The coal tipwith a crisis that we appreciate our preciation of humor.
Passed fietseen Belligerent Youths
ple of the t.'Bernard Coal company
lack of preparation. A board of health
Just as Knives Flashed.
in Mechanicsburg nas been put out
teeetves little consideration save
No comment is intended, Let it is
of service by the high water and the
$ when an epidemic makes us feel our
During an altercation between Joe
always wo.11 to keep facts well in orimpossibility of the railroad supplyweakness. It Is then, too that an in- der
Eley, son of the sheriff of Marshall
before us. The city spent some
ing cars on First street, inconvenicompetent heaitn department is reccounty, and the son of Prof. Davis,
$20,0,00 putting the city lighting
ences that company, but boats are
ognized. cbicago has an epidemic of plant
Principal of the High school at the
in shape to carry a load of 200
still being coaled at the docks bescarlet fever, which has broken all lights.
Benton school building Monday eveThen the board of
public
tween Kentecky avenue and WashWavle records and this is what the works
ning, Miss Viola Smijb was stabbed
asks for $12,560 to run the
ington streets.
Chicago Record Herald has to say on plant
in the arm and several stitches were
this year. The Paducah Light
the subject:
Jean Val ..-ean going through the
required to close the wound. The
and Power company offered to furn"Tne resolution passed nnanimcrus- bh 200 street lamps for $12,200 or
boys engaged In t friendly scuffle, sewers of Paris would find it an imly by the city council, ordering Com- $61 the lamp. The board of public
tibe-1 understand they have made which degenerate& into a fight. Both possible task in Paducah from the
missioner Whalen to throw overboard works demanded Von more for run- up their quarrel.
drew their knives. They wore stand - water which has backed up into the
underNe-It's only temporary.
an
They're Jog at the door anti as they slashed sewers. Paducah has
a lot of cheerful and charitable "as- ning the plant after a small fortune
sumptions" as to voluntary observ- had been spent on it than a private going to get married.
at each other the young woman pass- ground lake as extensive as the sewance of quarantine regulations by concern would charge.
ed throngb the door receiving one of er system and kept down only by the
ejection of 3,000,000 gallons a day
The Waiter-:-"1 can recommend the knife blades in her arm,
the thousands of physiciant in the
at the pumping station. Should the
city. and to wake up, take notice of
"Only hoodlums make.race trou- that wine list, eft. We've got some
pump break down now, it would put
neglect and danger and go to work bles," says President Jordon, of Le- very old wine in our cellar." The
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
with a due sense of persoital respon- land Stanford university. President Lady-"Oh, we don't want any old
Palmer-W. E. Meyers, Cincinnati; every sanitary arrangement in the
sibility, wfll he warmly commended Jordon must have taken a broader stuff. We're rich enough to have the W. F. Althoff, bouisvflle; • I. M. city out of use.
by all who are familiar with tae vie,- of the subject than is afforded newest you'Ve got."-Pick-Me
Kosmmsky, St. Louis; W. S. Philpot,
Drowned at Evansville.
-UP.
sleepy, Indolent ways of our health by 'the Japanese incident, when he
Chicago; S. J. Turner, Covington,
Evansville, Ind., Jan. 24.-So far
department and with the practice in made that sage remark.
Tenn.; 9, I, Dancy, Memphis; W. A. as reported, three people were drown
YOU DON'T HOVE TO Walt
better governed municipalities.
Freitag, New ed SattIrday night during the terriEvery dose makes you feel better. LAE Nos Stone, Memphis - D
keeps your whole Inside* right
"There is no room for difference. . JUG TRADE IN DANGER.
Sold on the York; Bock Shaver, Darlington; Geo.
ble gale. Andy Bawee was blown off
money-back plan evervwhere Price 5o
of opinion as to the necessity and
Landrum, Smitteland; J. H.
wton, the Franklin street bridge and
A severe tussle Is going on before
propriety of demanding the placard- the Judiciary committee
Nashville; .1. F. Walker, Cleveland, drowned. His body was recovered.
of the lower
Interest in a monument to Elihn 0.; H. S. Soong, Bristol, Conn.:
jog of all firemises honsing persons house of- congress over the original
J. R. 'Monday the rescue party found dead
at New Rodgers, St. Louis; 3; C. Robinson,
suffering from contagious disease. package decision that the liquor trade Burritt hal been revived
In his shanty boat a man of the name
black- Philadelphia; W. J. barrier, Chicago; of John
There should be no ifs and buts, no has turned to good account in dry Britain, Conn., the "'learned
Leacher.
It is supposed
•discretlon; In the matter. The physi- counties. The Hepburn-Dolliver bill 'smith's" dative place:
R. E. Hopper, Jr., Jackson, Tenn.' that he was drowned
bY
waves
cian must often be trusted, for the is in the hands of that committee.
Belvedere-J. E. (list, Milwaukee; which rolled into
the boat. This
city hasn't a force of inspectors suf- and by a recent vote of eight to seven
A. W. Burham, Rochester, N. Y.; F. morning near Diamond island an
old
ficient to watch and report all in- it was denied a favorable report
Rune!, Portland, Ind.; E. M. Rich, woman WAS found
dead in a snanty
feeted premises; but a plain, blunt through -a motion to adjourn. What
Chicago: W. B. Ward, Metropolis, boat.
order which 'means business' and the outetime will be is still uncertain..
L. Condy, New York; William
Haweeville Inundated,
the ImpoeiTion of a really deterrent The is.sue is hotly contested, and it is
Fowler, New York; Hank Spencer,
Ilawesville, Ky., Jan. 24.-The
penalty for skiiation of the order one of the most important matters
New York; Sol Shatz, Kenton, Tenn.
would In all but ,rare cases enforce ad wpending before congress:
- New Ritaimond--E. E. Lewis, New
NATURE AM A RECONSTRUCTOR.
obedience to the salutary regulation.
Liberty, Mo.; W. II. Clark, Marion;
The Ilepletrn-Dolliver bill has been
"Nature repairs her ravages-reF, MeNutty, Chicago; N. F. Cravens,
"The health department is open to prepared to make the liquors in Inpairs them with her sunshine and
Otterford; L. L. Johnson, MaYtiel<1;
criticism for another line of omis- terstate commerce, in original packwith human labor."
Charles Bryant, Metropolis, IN.; D.
sions and failures. While Commis- ages, snlefeet to the Inwit of states
Osteopathy is one of Nature's most
sioner Bartzen has been inspecting Into which they may have been shipA. Echals, Woodville; E. ed. WooI•
dridge, Brookport, IW.; D. M. Stone, used instruments in repairing her
local milk lepots and reporting upon ped. It is asehlow aimed straight at
TON; C. H. Chamber, Cairo. Ill.; D. ravages. Take the Osteopathic treattheir general state, as well as upon the Jug-trade and the (Hvidends of
ment of_ headaches. It locates th0 priW. Kngideb, Vienna, HI.;
the health of the persons who handle express companies, but thus far the
Capt. J.
'right's Hygienic. $1 garmary
cause and removes it, not in
Boretoon, Olmstead, rfle C. C.- Vick• the milk. the 'department has been blow has not been-delivered. It Is
ments
7/5c
ers, Morganneld; W. P. Baynes, Me- administering a common known sedIndulging in crmtemptuotet sneers at still a blow In embryo, and if the
Camel's Hair, Tan and
tropolis, 1111.; J. C. Boyd., Ledbetter. ative to on- and all allke, butobret
his krrnselentitie and 'officlotts' ac- hotter committee of judiciary continsimple mechanical manipulation..
garments, 711c
Brows'. Cl
tivity and contenting itself with su- ues to adjourn opportunely, it will
So, in digestive disorders Osteopnever reach the incubation stage.
TYPOS ELECT.
perficial rneasnres.
Better. quality (lamer/4
athy restore the nervous equilibriIt will be remembered that a case
"The notice to milkmen directing
hair: $1.2.1 tin rmente..$1.15
E. M. Willis I., Chosen President of um to the stomach, bowels, liver,
them to enter no home In which con- arising in Kansas and another that
wool,*1.50 garment'41.113
pancreas, etc., and a unity of action
Local In Ion No, 134.
lagioutt disease prevails Is a belated was originated In South Carolina were
(*wiper's Bibbed Balbrigestablished the disorders are readily
step in the right direction. It Mould carried through the cuticle, and the
gan, Cl gnroients
!
s and cured.
• ROC
At the annual meeting last night controller
arrest the further spread of the epi- result was that goods in original
of the Typographical union. No. 134,
demics and prevent
each infected packages croesing_the state line must
Constipation can be cured only by
Imported lialbriggans,611.E. M. Willis wig elected president; observing nature's laws. The regular
house leorn becoming a new center be delivered, and that ttie authorities
50 gait-meets
• $1.20
M. If. Danaher. vice president; .1. E. movements of the bowels depend on
of contaflon. But who has heard or In dry counties could not Interfere
Norfolk_Atucl New BrunsBaker, secretary-treasurer and Scott their nerve and blood supply. If one
a determined effort on the part of with such packages. Under this dewick Writ'''. 21.50 garS. McCartny, sergeant-at-arms. Dele- or the ether Is disturbed in any way
the department officials to trace the cAsion "dry" counties becanie to those
!man.;
$ 1.20
gates to the Central bettor union are there is diermier--sickness. Osteopdiseases to their source? Have they who had money Iii• their' Potket*
few of our
ere just
E. M. Willis, M H. Danaher and A, athy here again is Nature's cure.
properly analysed the milk supplied -wet' countlee, the local authorities
evtilletions, We Mice the hest
E. Stela.
to the stricken sections of tbe city standing powerless before an ertg'nal
should like to tell yes personally
......_ ... _
_
MOM' of11,ft4kt.ivar to be lied
at *try Mae of the great Interesief
litepkots -Wu to the rialrlas package:- ftegreaa hesitates, and as
and are making exceptional
alengiim larder Notice. .
and farms at a dirdance to investi- a rule it bill that hesitates is lost having with the treetment and refer
I bans 401 44'417 111/14e.
realm
Birmingham
Au-Herald.
Ma lieu Of !Age I. 0. 0. •ir., No. 31, you to sem, of your friends who will
gate the conditions of the places and
will meet tonight to transact tinni- eagerly attest to what Osi_eelseilt,is
the health of the workers'
THE JOREFIWITH.
ness of importance and all members doing or has done for them. Phone
"There is selentifie evidence of
4. man Isn't nereasarily absentme at'1407 at any time.
are urged to art, ea
milk-borne epidemics of itcarlatita
nrt 0. H. FROAGE,
I. F. Hol.:zEiptizr.a. N. 0.
11110-0 AO WAN'
and diphtheria, Ii. is recognised by minded because' he mistakes 'Ms eon.
f 16 Broadway.
1 HARRY JI'DD. Sceretarf.
autbetaties teat miIi is a tWonm.---Chleago Noire.
\ •
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PRICE Siff

Much of the winter has got to come and though
the river is ;ising, our prices have fallen. We
have many odd suits and overcoats that we desire
to get rid of, and therefore will close Them out at

HALF PRICE-

$ 3.75
5.00
6.25
7.50
9.25
10.00

323
Broadway

••
ssir

$7 50
$10.00
$12 50
$15.00
$18 50
$20.00

LEAD
ER
GRAND

323
Broadway

jpfsnd(OTMERs

situation is gradually growing worse
here. Three-fourths of the town is
under water. Eighty-five families, estimated at 400 persons, or nearly
half the town's population, have
been driven from their comes.

•
4

#

Sewer Work Stopped.
Work on sewer district No. 2 in
the hollows between Washington
street and Kentucky avenue east of
the Illinois Central railroad has been
stopped by high
water. A
brick
sewer is being laid, and haste was
made to finish the wank to the railroad before the crest of -the. rise
reached here. The rise was toe rapid.
Contractors expect to be al:ee to work
again by Monday.

Davies Comity's Lose *50,000.
Owensbo.o, Jan. 24.-Owensboro
Is suffering from the greatest flood
since 1884 and the worst is yet to
come. Already the damage in the
county wit' amount to approximately $50,000, and if the water rises
much higher the lass, suffering and
Any woman who stoops to marry
incon,venience will be immeasurably seldom gets time to straighten up
again.
increased.

)

:•(
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Sit

FOR INSURANCE
'That Insures See
•

ABRAM L WEIL & CO.
•

Fire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, lability,
health, marine, boiler, plate glass.
Campbell Building.

Both Phone3:

Office 369.

Residence 726

Removal Sale of A1 Pollock's Jewelry Store
About February 15th we will take possession of our new store
room-now occupied by the treat Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
333 Broad'. In the meantime we have made startling. reductions on our entire line of Watches, DiamOnds and Jewelry.
This for two reasons: First, we wish to move as little as possible of the present and, when we get into our new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you need anything in our
line give us a call, for we have made a cut of 50 per cent in
many instances.

Substantial
Reductions
In Men's
Underwear

•

Suit or Overcoat that was
Suit or Overcoat that was
Suit or Overcoat that was
Suit or Overcoat that was
Suit or Overcoat that was
Suit or Oveecoat that was

DESBERGER'S

SUNDAY IS LIMIT

•

Buys a
Buys a
Buys a
Buys a
Buys a
Buys a

A. POLLOEmpire
CK

640 Broadway.

W. F. Paxton,
President.

It. Rudy,
Cashier.,

Building

I'. Pu ry ear
Aenstent Cashier.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Incornerst•d

('apifst

.

Surplus
Stockholders liability .... -

III I 00,I1KM

.
.

r.t),000
.

ilio,o00

Total security to depositor.
stario,00u
Account^ of individnabi and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the /tame
courieeux treatment.

iesA

•

Ak1111Vtaisiorlitt

tnrterest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY

Nua WS

FROM 7 TO S (X1LOOK.

Third and Broadway

_

•

4
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rived crow Golcouda,4111., where tiled
.
were married on Monday and are at
People and
their home In Arcadia.
Mr. Bloomfield is the oldest eon
Events
Pleasant
1111•••2113 BROADWAY
of the late Judge Bloomfield. He has
mining business
been engaged in
1
,
Is Circuit Court.
near Golconda, but recently returned • Maggie Overstreet against the
handsome
-to--retride. His brideAfternoon-(lard
grand- lodge orthe Artretent Orle-f"
Mrs. aiwrence Dallam's card party Mrs. Hay* of -Golconda, an attractive United Workmen et al, jury right
Coat in
Evening Dresses
S75 and $100 .
on Wednesday afternoon at her home lady. The wedding was a quiet affair. withdrawn and ease submitted to the
H ouse
.
on Fountain avenue, e-as a very deValues, for
court.
Kalcsophic Club.
lightful affair. The eight tables were
A. Hunt against Fletcher & Fore$25
and
$35
_
_
. The Kalesophic club will meet to- man, plaintiff, filed motion with
twanged in the parlor and dining
reaAll of our Ladles Coat Suite and Wool Coats, Obildrena
room which were prettily decorated morrow morning at 10 o'clock with sons for a new trial.
Coats. This gives you quite an opportunity, considering Oa,
with cut flowers, the parlor In a Miss Marjorie Scott on North Ninth
S. Fels Bros. & Reubel against the
coldest weather Is yet to conic. When we say one-half off we
color scheme of pink, and the dining street.
Illinois Central talks:tad, dismissed,
mean half of their first price, which was itself remarkably
room in red. Ipstead of the usual
settled.
•
low for the value which we offered you.
place cards at the tables an unusual
Carpe Diem Club.
E. B. Woodward against S. J. Bil•
and pretty feature was varl-colored • Mks Maggie Lydon, of 422 South lington, continued by the plaintiff.
1-4 Off on all Fur Pieces.
If feeling good.
lead Pencils with each guest's name Tenth street, will entertain the
H. L. Steyer against W. A. McSec our Wool Coats this week $5.00.
stamand In gilt and tied with rib- Carpe Diem club this evening at her Clure will be given to the jury this
bon, assigning the places. The tally home on North Tenth street.
afternoon. Steyer held a contract
Ludic:44' 1-24eady•to•Weetr DepartnrieriE
cards were hearts, spades, diamonds
with W. F. Bradshaw to clear timand clubs daintily decorated. A
Magazine Club.
ber land but did not fulfill it. Mc(Second Floor.)
charmingly appointed two course
Mrs. Hal S. Corbett is hostess to Clure did it for GO per cent of the
If fed properly
luncheon was served after the game. the Magazine club this afternoon at
oceeds. 4Inyei tialine4_ betaken
The first prize was taken by Mrs. her home on North Eighth street.
06,000 and $6,000 is his share on
L. A. Washington. For the second
the deal, claiming to have had a
prize Mrs. T. C. Leech, Mrs. Will GilThe Charity *tub will have an contract witrt McClure ana lost It'.
fighting water works system. He has bert and Miss Elizabeth Sinnott tied, Apron Bazaar Saturday ai the new I.
A. J. Atchisda against J. D. McIf treated right
the contract for putting In mains and Miss -Sinnott winning-1u- the tut.-The C. ticket office in the Palmer Hotel Elya, given to the jury yesterday,
consolation
LINES.
prize
went
Mrs.
Iced
to
LOalL
machinery. The plant will be in
block.
was decided in favor of the defendworking order within two weeks, Mr. Wilson
ant. Atchison sued for $10,000 damMrs. Dallam's guests' for cards
Holmes thinks.
Miss Evelyn Walker, of Dyersburg, ages for slander.
-Wedding invitations, announce-and luncheon were: Mrs. Leopold Tenn., will arrive Monday to attend
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
ments any. every character of en- Friedman, MTS. John Keller, Mrs. the Davis-Bri neturst wedding. She
Magistrate's Court.
-Drink Belvedere the master graved work is given careful, per- Wynne Tully, Mrs. Minnie Rank4n, will be the guest of Mrs. J. F. CoyA suit was flied in Magistrate C.
Mrs. Thomas Leech, Mrs, W. B. Mc
;feetear-at theCochran Apartments on W. Emery's court yesterday by the
brew.
sonal attention at The Sun.
e--Dr. Gilbert
-The Red Men will meet tomor- Pherson; Mrs. Armour Gardner, Mrs North Ninth stret.
!Osteopath, 400 1-2
Paducah Pottery company against
row night in regular session. The Clarence Sherrill, Mrs. L. A. WashBroadway. Phone 196.
Mr. Lee Meyers has resigned as the Driskill 'Post-hole Augur com-Today Civil Service Examiner lodge is interested in a campaign for ington, Mrs. Charles tRichardson, shipping clerk in the Illinois Central 1)60 for $105 claimed due as rent
Fred Ashton is holdtng an examina- new metnbsrs, and a large number Mrs. Frank Rieke, Mrs. iaalie Boyd, store house, and will go to St. Louis for the factory- at Sixth and Trimble
Mrs. Will Gilbert, Mrs. A. R. Meyers, to'
tion for teacher in the Indian
rvice. of applications will be turned in.
streets. The defendant has suspendwork.
Mrs. Kate Wilson, Mrs. S. B. Pulliam,
There is one applicant.
'Mrs. Marie''Moss Wheat and Miss ed business.
-The 41st series of the Mechanics
-When you oraer a rig from us Building, and Lean Association is now Mrss,W. F. Bradshaw, Mrs. Lucy Laura Anderson have reached Oakyou are talking to one of the pro- open for subscriptions. This is the Ford, Mrs. Ad Rasch, Mrs. D.
Deeds Filed.
land, Cal., and will sail for Manna,
prietors or capable ...oirks (not a most eueeessful building and loan In- Hughes; Misses Edith Smith, of Hills from Sal Francisco, the early part of
C. C. Walker to George Marshall,
driver or hostler) who writes, files etitution in the South, over twenty boro, Ohio; Letitia Powell, Katherine Februarl. They left Paducah Jan- property at Twelfth and Madison
Powell, Sophie Kirkland, Elizabeth
streets, $775.
and fills the .erder
at
uary 1. '
appointed Sears old, It pays 10 per cent on the
Sinnott, Alice Oompton, Minnie Rattime. Palmer °Transfer Co.
Miss Frances Wallace will leave
investment, when carried to maturity
cliffe, Claribel Rieke, Pauline Hin- Tuesday to vie& in Helena, Ark.
Marriage famines.
-Subscriptions are
now
being F. M. Fisher, secretary
ton.
Milner Phelps, 25, to Genoa Strattaken for Lae 4lat series of the MeThe Rev. Joseph B. Sears, of Aus.-The Ingleside Rebekah lodge
tin, Texas, who is attending a mis- ton, 21, county.
chanics Buil/ling and Loan Asen. are last night installed
officers, after
WANTED-Position by stenograPretty German Last Evening.
sionary mreting in Nashville, will arF. M. Fisher for any information which a banquet was spread.
pher. Address Z, Sun.
• The CotiBiomelub gave a very de- rive Saturday to visit his brother,
Back
From
Frankfort.
about the company.
-Alex, Bloodworth yesterday noTIPS.
FOR RENT-Furnished, upstairs
Judge D. G. Park has returned
-City sulassrloere to the Daily tified County Attorney Alben Bark- lightful german last evening at the Mr. B. F. Sears, of Tyler.
front room 626 North Sixth.
Sun who wish the delivery of theit ley that he had permanently discon- Palmer House in complliment to a
J. B. Trail, of SmIthiand, chair- from FrankfOrt after appearing for
FOR RENT-Four room cottage.
papers stopped must notify our col- tinued business_A_Ihe south side of number of popular visitors in the city. man of the Livingston county demo- the plaintiff in the case of Mary AlliThere were no favors, but a number eratic committee, is In Paducah on son, admInistratrix of H. C. Allison,
314 Tennessee,'also shop Second and
lectors or make their requests di- Mill street in
-Idechanicsburg. Bloodagainst the Fidelity Mutual Life In•
Judges do not line lawyers for Tennessee. Phone 222.
rect to The Sue office. No attention worth sold "Pale Ale." A fight oc- of pretty figures were danced under business.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. NV. E. Coch- surance company. Mrs. Allison suei "contempt of court" as often as
will be paid to such orders when curred at his place Satarday night The lead of Dr. and Mrs. Victor Voris,
STRAYED-One small red cow or
Mr. Louis Rieke„ Jr., and
Miss ran, of Ninth and Monroe streets, a for a $5,000 policy, and lost in the Fortune fines laymen rot "contempt heifer. Letter D. painted on back.
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
resulted in county autnorities orderwas daughter.
Schrader, of Indianapolis. It
lower court appealing to the court of pf Opporttinity" in felling to read Old phone 347, Paducah Stock yards.
-The I. u. wrecker was sent to ing the place closed.
the club's farewell dance In the old
appeals.
Born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Fuller,
and to use the want ads.
the Tennessee division this morning
WANTED-Young man with some
-Globe Wernicke filing cases and Palmer House diming room, the scene
of
914
South
Fourth
street,
a
son.
-to pick up several derailtd freight all supplies for them, also the best
experience at butcher's business, to
of so many notable functions; the St.
Charged
With
Gaming.
one
of
Mrs. John Gibbs, of Princeton, is
Classifying want ads. was
cars.
leave city. Give reference and'where
line of carbons. A full line of blank Valentine german will be given in the
Senter was arrested today for the biggest steps toward the "simple
visiting Mrs. Lee Robertson, of 702
-Drink Belvedere the
Paducah books and alt kinds of office supplies.
can be seen. Address WS, care Sun.
elegant new dining hall.
suffering
gaming.
He
has
a
numberSouth Tenth street.
life."
beer.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
LOST- Pearl brooch with small
Present 'last night were: Dr. and
Mr. J. B. Trail, of i;Iniithland, Is in ed wheel at the pure food exhibit,
-Sexton, the sign
writer, all phone 436. R. D. Clements & C.o.
diamond
in tale center. Suitable reMrs. Victor Voris, Dr. and Mrs. H. G. the city on business.
and players paid for chances on a
his
The merchant who knows that
:kinds of sign and advertising wriang,
the return to Frank Luca's.
ward
for
Reynolds, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rudy,
Mrs. M. B. Bolinger, of Mayfield, spin. They got either' prize box.of sstase la important should ape sure
Ikae painting of every charactes, inMr. and airs. James Utterback, Mrs. Is visiting Mrs. M. E. Beadles of e4i.ndy or nothing. This comes under that his advertising is "big" enough, Fraternity Building.
Masonic Notice.
tim:le work and carriage painting and
young
Plain City Lodge No. 449, F. and S. F. English, of Louisville; Mrs. North Fifth street.
the head-of gaming, and although the and interesting enough to befit and - WANTED - incitustrious
'repairing. Phone 401
stenographer
bookkeeper,
for
man
A. M., will meet in special communi- Vernon Blythe, Miss Florence Schralaw
rigidly
has
not
been
enforced
Miss Williametta Janes will go to
denote an 'mportant store!
-For high-grade wallpaper see cation at 7:30 o'clock tonight, to der, of Indianapolis;
and office work. Mutat write good
Miss Anita Tampa, Fla. to spend the balance of heretofore, will be henceforth.
WANTED - Genrlemen boarders.
Kelly & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av. take action in regard to its interest Wood, of Wichita, Kan.; MJas Edith
hand and have good habits. Address
the winter.
Mrs. J. C. Walker, 1148 Broadway.
-Belvedere beer is a home proX.; this office.
in the M. & 0. F. Building Co. By or- Smith, of Hillsboro, Ohio; Miss Anne
Mrs. William E. Booten, of Denver,
Court.
In
Police
- WANTED-10n gtris at once.
duct. Remember that.
Rhea, of Nashville, Tenn.; Miss Vir- 001., arrived this afternoon from
der of
FOR RENT-Two story five room
Five cases, three being felonies in Mergenthaler-Horton Basket Co.
-Monday will doubtless see the
ginia
Kinney, of New York; Mies Clarksville, Tenn., to attend the Da- which all defendants were held over,
JAS. E. WILHELM, Master.
residence oo Jefferson street on
Prolticah district Illinois Central disEthel Brooke, Miss Frances Wallace, vis-Bringhtirst wedding. She :All be constituted the pollee court docket
WANTED- Position in office by street cur line, half block from FounGEO. 0. INGRAM, Secretary.
patchers In their new office recently
Miss Myrtle Greer, Miss HenrrAlcott, the guest of Miss Julia Scott at 725 today. In two caaes false swearing young lady. "9," Sun office.
tain avenue. Apply W. D. Greer or
moved from the "Y" to Kentucky
Miss Mary Scott;Miss May Owen,Misa Madison street.
HOUSE--- for rent. Apply 1218 C. E. Jennings.
Masonic Notice.
warrants may result.
avenue, Only a few finishing touches
Mr. John Carskadow has gone to
Paducah Lodge No. 127, F. and A. Marjorie Scott, Miss Lillie ,Mae WinRobert Smith. colored, was charged Clay.
FOR RENT-Rooms furnished or
remain to be made by painters and
M., will meet in special communica- stead, Miss Susie Thompson, Miss St. Louis, where he will probably with entering the storeroom of the
good washerwom- untarnished with board. One single,
WANTEDA
scrub women. The transfer of wires.
Miss live.
tion at 7:30 o'clock tonight to take Blanche Hills, Miss Helen Hills,
Reck bakery, Seventh and Wasthing- an. Apply 417 North Fourth.
two connecting rooms. The Inn, 317
will be mule by Lineman
John
Marjorie
Loving,
Hatfield.
Miss
Retta
action in regard to its Interest in the
ton streets, and stealing $4. He
North Seventh St. Call or telephone
rooms
furnished
WANTED-Two
O'Bryan Sunday.
Miss Elizabeth Sinnott, Miss Elizatried to establish an alibi. He was
M. and 0. F. Building Co. Ely order
1678.
phone
Old
housekeepini.
light
for
beth Sebree, Miss Faith Langstaff;
-Dr, V. Biythe has moved from or
held over, bond a341e.
THE PARTY who carried, a- lady's
1749.
Messrs. Louis eleke
Jr., Calhoun
Fraternity building to 525 Broadway
J. T. SANDERS. Master.
8. Bogard, colored, who. It is alfur
neck piece from the Broadway
.
CLOTHES cleaned and repairedRieke, John Brooks, Fred Wade, Walnext to Register building. Office
legeh, procured 85 cents worth of
FRED ACKER, Secretary.
Methodist church last night, through
966-a.
Phone
Duffy,
ter
Iverson,
Jas.
Stewart
Sinnott,
Pope,
phones 870, residence 272.
groceries from J. Renfro, gracer at
of Viincennes, Ind.; Charles Cox, VaalOVERSTREET, the painter. New mistake, will confer a favor by leav-Upright pianos from $150 to
Third and Jefferson streets, was held
Laura Banner's.
ing same at this *Ma.
lace
-Well,
Arthur
Martin,
Will
Rudy,
$200, to reduce our stock of stightly
for obtaining money by false pre- phone 1025. old phone 976.
Laura Harmers, 33 year sold, died
Chappell
Frank
Douglas
Nateh,
David
TO WHOM IT MAY concern.
Serena
.
flats,
RENT-Elegant
tenses. Renfro claims he secured the
used pianos we make these offers. W.
Koger, Douglas flagby, Henry Dewey, of a oomplication of diseasee at 9: sti goods, representifig that Stahl & com- and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott. are ready to take care of all dead anT. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
Grover Jackson, Charles Rieke, Blan- o'clock this morning at 1121 North pany, tobacco handlers, owed hiM
imals such as cows, horses, mules,
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist. 200
WILLIAMS Furniture exchange,
ton Allen, Clay Kidd Lowry Smith, Tenth street. She laves a sister, lire.
Our wagon will call
ellen the firm did not. The ne- 658 South Third. Furniture bought hogs and dog
Fraternity building.
$12
Paducah. The
Morton Hand, E. J. Paxton, Dr. I. B. Andy, Bradley, in
cost. Tel-get
them
without
and
liknows
that
everybody
gro
wedding
Almost
swore he made no such state- `and sold. New phone 906-S.. _
-Place your orders for
funeral will be held at the rosidtineti
Howell.
Phone 1859, Gent &
ments. lie was held over, bond
invitations at home, The Sun snows cense should be paid in January; Cat
at 9: 30 o'elock tomorrow nit-wring.
WANTED-A position by young
first-clasaL sewing
2200.
as great an assortment as you find some people seem to forget it. This
The burial will be in Oak Grove cemman of ability to de entre work and
Installation
of
officers.
machine operator on harness and
In the casts against -Arthur Ttice,
anywhere at prises rnuca lower than Is intended as a friendly reminder
hookkeeping. Address M. E., San.
Ingleside Rebekah lodge No 17, I, etery.
saddles or collarst open shop; steady
FOR
O YOUR GOOD.
„colored, charged with detaining Miss
you pay eltewhere.
F.,
installed
the
following
offi--COTTAGE) for_riezenti--alii lo- Job at good wages to an experienced
0.
0.
Ten per cent must be added to ail
Nelle Stevens, he watved examination
-If you want,a 10 per cent inCOWBOY'S FEAT.
cers lit the regular
meeting
last
cated. Apply at 441 South Sixth mechanic. J. B. Sickles Saddlery
and was held under a Colo bond.
vestment, ,subeettlibe for some stock license after February. 1st. Naturally
Theresa
Davis,
noble
Might:
grand;
street.
Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Other crane; J. B. Griffin. drunk,
4n the Stet serial of the Mechanics this is not a pleasant obligation to
Georgie Short, vim grand; Laura Lat- Kills Three Mexicans in Each of Two
Building and Loan Associa,tionawhich settle. It is also an unpleasant duty
and costs; Roy Waiter, disorderly "SR RENT-Good 4-room house.
$1
WANTED-For U. S.
:
Able-ArimyShooting
Boats.
for the treasurer to collect It. There- via, secretary; Lena }Anger, treasur1027 Clark street. Inquire'716 Ken- bodied unmarried men between ages
conduct, $10 and costs.
is now open. See F. M. Fisher.
Jan,
Phoenix„ariz.,
24.
-Bert
Seeyour er; Vena Hesstan, right support to
tucky avenue.
-The Ladies' 'Mite society of the fore endeavor to avoid it by
of 21 and 35: citizens of United
noble grand; Mettle 'enamel-. left ley, an Arizona cowboy, shot six
Subscribe for The Sun,
First Baptist church will meet Fri- prompt attention.
FOR-SALE CHEAP-New'four States, of good character and tern,
Mexicans
single-handed
at
a
camp
support
to noble grand; Lucy Orr,
Every business, occupation, agency
day afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs.
volumn set encyclopedia, 415 North perate habits, who oan speak, toad
six miles front' sMontezurna, Sonora,
and profession is liable for a license. right support to vice grand; Sula
J R. Puryear, 8-06 Broadway.
and wilts English. For information
Third. Old phone 18E7.
Mexico, accordingt\ato a dispatch reHouseholder,
left
Rapport
to
vice
-We have Slug Shot that will de- Kindly call at the city treasurer's
one apply to recruiting officer, New Richmates,
ceived
here.
Seeley
had
two
fights
grand; Jennie Depew. conductor; Ida
stroy all insects on plants; and Plant office at your earliest convenience
wagon, one buggy,_ Appty to, J. C. mond House, Paducah, Ky.
McKinney, warden; Cotaida Meyers, In with Mexicans in each of welch he
penalty,
and
this
that
you
may
save
plants
,grow.
Food that will make
disposed
of
three
men
and escaped.
Walker, 1148 Broadway.
side guarian; James
Householder,
greatly oblige,
alronson, h29 Broadway.
outside
guardian.
imetal
evening!'
A
PIANO. and bousehold furniture
Tours respectfully,
--John Holmes. chief engineer of
Card of Thanks.
followed
the
Installation
and
a
desale at_rearionable prices. Apply
for
N
JOHN J. DORIA,
the l'adueah Water company, expects
I
We wish to extend our heartfelt
lightful luncheon was served.
Madison.
1712
Treasurer.
City
to finish this week Brookport's fire
thanks to the boilermakers and othFOR RENT-Ofilee on_Leiral Row.
ers who were so kind to us during
Afternoon Tea for Miss Davis.
Frank
F. Davis, at Paducah Traction
Local Markets.
Miss Elisabeth Sinnott is (he host- our recent bereavement,s,the illness
Oompany.
Copy for our next directory
Dressed Chickens-25c to 65e.
es this afternoon of a charmingly- and death of P. M Rogers.
SEND- your Clothes. to the FaultMRS. P. M. ROGERS.
Eggs---25c dos.
planned afternoon tea at 4 o'clock,
wiil go to press January 30.
Pressing that.. 302 14 Broadway.
less
LOUIS RAPP AND FAMILY.
Butter-2,5c lb.
In honor of Mies Martha Stewart DaDrake & Browder, proprietors. Both
All changes and additions
Sweet Potatoes-Per bu.
vis, a bride of next week. Invitations
phones 1607.
Hams-lit lb.
should he received before this
Country
are limited to the young unmarried National Protectios Protective Legion
I WISH to announce to the ladles
Second regular meeting of "High"
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60c.
ladies and the matrorns of Miss Davis'
Our directory is the
dressmaking
date.
my
that I have moved
Legion nembor 1774 will be held toGreen Sausage-10c
bridal party.
parlors from 6115 Jefferson to 219
directory
of
Recognized
city
S
p.
ni.,
W.
0.
W.
hall,
night
at
Satisage---10c lb.
Assisting Miss Sinnott in receiving
Modiste.
Null,
Eva
Mies
North Sixth,
Country Lard-12c M.
will .be; Miss Martha Davis, Mies 120 1-2 North Fourth. •Please be
the well-to-do: You are soLARGE HEAVY draft horse and
•••••••••
Celery-75c bunch.
Kathleen
Whitefield,
Miss
Mary present.
cially and commercially lost if
Will trade for real
wagon for sale
Tnrnips-60c be,
Scott, Mrs. Henry Rudy, Mrs. John
estate improved or uttimproved,
tornhe dating back to the
Peruvian
not
appear.
name
does
your
Parsnips-$1.00 bu.
Resat, Mrs, Vernon Blythe, Mrs. Cook
to
drone P. 0. Box 585
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Husbands, Mae Anne Rhea. of Nash- time of the Incas have been founa
chain
twisted, gold
Wbeat-75c bu.
ville; Man Virginia Kinney, of New contain line specimens of cotton fabiiecklace with a small heart attached
Corn-52e bu. in sacks,.
York, Sine Marjorie Scott, Mien rics.
silowevrkens
on Math or Tennessee ,fierro-hee be. In meek*
Franotailtatafisee, *KS LABIA PRivrelt,
streets. Return to 1216 Tennessee
In 1'858, $570 a bottle was paid for
Saba Katherine Powell, Miss Mary
Hay-From jobbers to retail deal
for reward.
13oewell, Mien Annie-May Telmer, Miss some wine recovered in 1814 from a
era-Strict grades. Choice Tim,
_
- WANTED-A worker, man orwo- $21; No. 1 Tim., $b0
N.o. 2 Tim.;
Clara Thompson, Mies Faith Lang- wreck in the Scheidt., The wine had
staff. •
man, to travel. No books nor can- $19. Fancy northern ClOeCT $20.
been bottled In 1778.
Giraffe, he ha.• lengthy nook. and knowing how to use it
vaasine; Hs; paid weekly; expenses From country travail at publIc quid
Ha wins the game-awould be a sham, for eurh a sage to lase
inceroorat•A
advanced. Walter E. Dewey; Padu- 1ty m44211119 to very pe.(x, $11 to $1/
To Use in Paducah.
Always keep to the right and you
Th• lively evereherit's heed is tong; he captures all the p•i 74/01
(ah, Ky., Gen. Del.
Mr. and MrP.-Lloyd Bloomfield ar- won't go wrong.
pot too tor VIMOUS
11.001019 he koows the game and shows his sensor-HE ADVERTISES.
,

IN THE COURTS

Rudy, Phillips * Co.
_....„
„- _,
line nan ,

HENS WILL LAY I
If
in Ocood

Off

$25.00

•

farenew"- PAWS Birk

Horses Will Pull
Cows Will Pay

Hogs Will FauFn •

Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO

•

1 DEATHS OF A DAY

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT

It 1°1
.

FOR

roft-•BALIA-Phres

New Directory

The Longzst Reach.

•

EAST TENNESSEE
TELEPHONE CO.

6_04,1
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),:g.fac It shows that the
ciilimpgar!
tory life, universal
dull
liquors insufficient
alcoholic
of
use
darkened
souls
their
clouded;
'and
and vicious. Physicians testify that nutrition, vicious living, poverty, and
produced by other like causes prodnced the leonervous exhaestinn
who, hes•
: • II
and mines not only stunts growth, torically speaking, were only yesternervous' irritation day the strongest men and women in
but produces a
Makes Strong Speech Advo- which calls for liquor and tobacco, the world.
and cause still another vice worse
The source of all this is familiar
cating Measure
than either.
to every student of Enelish history
(Senator Beveridge here produced and of human industrialism since the
the affidavits of physicians in support machine • factory si•stem came into
Says It Is constitutimutl and Does of this proposition.)
life. The cause of England's pitiable
Not Controls-tie State nights.
what insufficiency In the Boer war runs
reaching
These children
At All.
ought to be Manhood and woman- back a century and a quarter when
hood, become the parents of off- the modern factory system of Engspring inheriting their degeneracy, land was established.
•
grow up
This situation has alarmed British
SOUTH. and these children in. turn
IN
CONDITION
BAD
to produce otner children still more statesmen as nothing else has done
degenerate. This ruin of American for a century. The deterioration of
citizenship, upon which alone this English men and women was too
Washington, Jan. 24.—Senator Republic "the last experiment of great a price to pay for making BritBeveridge 01 Indiana. 'delivered_
freedom" rests, Is too -high et price to ish commerce the mistress of the seas
strong speech in advocacy of his na- pay for making still richer a few men and London the financial center of
tional child labor law. He said in who are already too rich.
the world.
part:
leviglieh Degeneration—Boer, War.
England, has now stopped this inWhat this' means to the future of famy, and lready the physical conThe census thoe that nearly 2.000,000 caild breadwinners under 15 the Nation Is before ttri in an example dition-iiile'r'people has begun to imyears of age are now at work. Of which has startled the world—the rove. But it will take a century to
Two men run into each
these, aimast$70'4,000 are engaged in deterioration of the British people brilId up what It took a century to
other in a London fog.
work oth:r than agriculture.' Child revealed b the Boer war. When the tear down. Perhaps it will take more
labor on.the farm is good. This bill forty millions who inaabit England, than a century.
1.Vhen it lifts temporarily
does not strike at that. It strikes Ireland, Scotland and Wales were
States inadequate.
discoi•er in the light
they
only at child slavery in factories, called upon to furnish an army to
this
of
results
the
that
see,
street lamps that
the
we
of
So
meet 28,600 Boer farmers in South
mines and sweat shops.
inhumanity, murder, and abevil
are
as much alike
are
they
Appalling as the census figures are, Africa, an average of 30 per cent of
solutely certain race degeneration. It
Dromios, as
two
the
as
reasons
were
for
rejected
recruits
they arc much below toe -truth. Men all
has got to be stopped.
anything
or
peas,
two
and
who have given years of physical and nervous inferiority.
The States acting separately are
of paiestaking investigati. .1 to this The inspeetor-general reports that
Their
imagine.
can
you
evil-not competent to stop the
evil, teelfy that only a part of little from 10 to '60 per cent were unfit for
own mothers could not
First. Because if one state passes
children at work in factories, sweat militare duty. Under size, narrow
have told them apart.
a wood law and other states do not.
chops, and mines and in other like chest, bad teeth, decayed nerves, bad
the manufacturers in the good states
But their stations in
evidences
other
the
vision,
all
and
industries were returned by the cenare at a business disadvantage with
life arc widely different.
here present of race inferiority were the causes of
sus enumerators. I
the manufacturers of the 'bad state;
One is rich, powerful,
affidavits ehowing the prevalence of 'rejection.
toe latter can employ cheap child
for
If those that were accepted for
famous;
the other in the
the labor of children from less than
'labor and me former can not. The
'Never since I waited feverishly,
3 years of age to 14 years of age in military duty, 2 per cent were immepoverty. The
of
A
depth
sufmanutacturers in the good state
States where the census returns show diately found unfit for service. Of
years ago, for `Mente Cristo'
sixty
poor man who was high
fer because of the very righteousness
the remainder who got to the field
not much child labor employed.
manuhave I been so excited by a story. And
born assumes the role of
of that state's laws; and the
(Senator Beveridge then present- a large number were Incapable of ac- facturers of a bad state profit by the
s_ and becomes
Mrs. Thurston has given me what
those
Of
battle.
in
operations
tual
ed a large number of affidavits, with
very wickedness of that state's laws.
a
line
firing
could
the
to
,who
go
Dumas did not—a perpetually increasphotograpns of,, child breadwinners.)
And American businera men should
'large number were quick and easy
These Not the Worst Cases.
ing wonder as to how the adventure
have aqua, opportuuities.
These are examples given because victims of enteric fever. The British
aeoond. If one state enacts and
would end."
anfought
the
with
they are typical. I have not referred in South Africa
enforces good laws, and other states
ich
last
which
the
cient
pluck,
is
British
to the eases where cold
Water is
do not, the making of good citizens
For a second each stared blankly at the
thrown on little children to keep thing to decay: but it was the poorest in the former state is neutralized by
other's face.
that
ever
army
people
this
wonderful
them awake, or otner of the more
the making of bad eitteens in the latfield—grotesquely
infer[ TO BE CONTINUED IN OUR NEXT]
hideous forms of this child murder :sent to the
ter state. • For these latter are citiof which this last is an Illustration. 'ler compared with that which any zens not only of that state which perAll of the examples have given can 'other first second, or even third class mits their ruin hut also citizens of
to its
be supported by testimony under nation can in a ,month
the nation. If New York produces
The first installment will be published in The Sun Monday.
oath, and are given because they are colors today.
annually a hundred thousand 'degenof
i
Cause
Degenera Ion.
typical of thousande of similar eases.
erates.
If you are not a subscriber order the paper now.
The situation became a world scanRace Degeneration.
They are not' citizens of New York
If these children do not die, but dal, and parliament appointed a com exclusively, but of the Republic also.
grow up into :manhood and woman- mission to inquire into the cause of They vote not only at state elections
hood, they becomeenemies of society. ,this decline of the English people. but at national elections. Also, they
hold the report of that commissloin travel Into other states and there
They know that they are not the
Elephants.
sons. Tne training operations have
ruin of tens of thousands every year? bringing your wages down to the •Training School for
equal, it their fellows in body, mind, ill III N' hard. It is voluminous. m!n- become the parents of bad citizens.
produced encouraging results.
iittor
Every
wages.
child
of
elefor
school
level
that
There
training
a
bill
is
But I have so drawn this
the gueetion of -states rights" is not leader in the country knows this. If phants at Api, in the Kongo state,
Uniform State Laws.
Subseetue for 'he Sun.
for I am more anxious to he does not, he :3 not worths of where 23 elephants are taking lea; Third. The states, acting separate- invoh•ed,
leridership.
deto
m
I
than
evil
inhuman
an
end
which
ly, can not ears a uniform law
41111111:1111111111=1121112PIP
Conatitutional.
theory. The
would be uniformly enforced in all bate a governmental
ie
bill
The
constitutional.
ProIt
"state's
of
adherent
earnest
most
the states. That never yet has been
in interit without violat- hibits the tionsportation
done in any matter where great busi- rights" can vote for
' the products of
•o,
commerce
stnte
convictRine.
constitutional.
his
ing
It
ness interests were involveit
You get handsoiee. well
against this bill must ch'Id lrbor. The power of congress
never will be done in the matter of NVhoever votes
appointed carriages
grounds than "states over interstate commerce is absolute.
other
so
on
do
when I serve you. We
child labor. Twenty years of effort
It involves the power to prohibit the
give promt personal atrights."
for this reform proves this.
tention at all times.
of any article which,
transpertation
People of the South.
(Senator Beveridge here gave an
in the'opinion of congress, ought to
brothers
showing
southern
laws,
This
our
state
word
to
the
of
analysis
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
be prohibited. This is no longer
and it is a word of doom. While the
their lack of uniformity.)
open to argement. It has been exFourth. Even if it could be ac- white working people of the south,
press's- nettled by direot decisions of
complished, It would take at least a eomPosing the enormous majority of
the supreme court. Those who raise
generation. But, in the meanwhile, the entire white stock of that section,
the ratniliar of "tincon-stitutionality"
this systematic murder of little chil- are increasingly sending their chilmust attark U e decisiorw of the sudren and the systematic deterioration dren to the mile, and thus wrecking
preme coart.
Modern Plumbing
nethe
of American citizens would go on. the future of the white race,
You cannot say tour home is
Some say: "bet us wait until the groes of the south are increasingly
modern and comfortable if your
states act." What inty the American sending their children to school, and
bathrocm fixtures are old, and
people, with countless child graves be- thus improving the future of the
unsanitary.
fore them, child murder this moment black race. We are daliberately weakModern plumbing and bath room equipment
being done, and human lives dailp ening the white race of the south,
makes your home healthy and comfortable.
being wrecked—what say the Ameri- while gradually strengthening the PRACTICE AMONG SHIPPERS IN
lhasedareplumbing fixtures are the most durable
NORTHWEST.
can people to this counsel of death black race of the south.
and sanitary fixtures made. We handle this line
I am glad to see the negro children
and delay?
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
going to school; but ,it is heartbreakEnforcement Impossible.
We combine skilled, experienced labor will tea.
ing to know that the white- children Lumbermen Claim They lime to Give
manufacturing,
Fifth. The great
sociable prices and prompt science.
Tribute -to Railroad to Secure
.-t-ee) •
are being male their inferiors. phymining, and affiliated interests, conDelhery,
sically, nervously, and, In the far futthis
where
gested in certain states
ure, mentally. And to what end?
evil is worst, are so powerful that
To the end Ural. the already
unthey prevent the passage of effective
healthy fortune of uorthern capital110111 PHONEts 201.
132 South Fourth.
Seattle, Jan, 24.— Evidence Indichild-labor laws: and if in a period
ists who own toe,. southern cation
cating that lumbermen
have been
of excitement public opinion becomes
iiills shall he made still greater. The
—r
•
paying money to railroad employes to
so strong as to pass a child-labor law,
is alarmed over the unrightenation
have cars delivered on their tracks
these interests are so powerful ithat It
ous power of uarghteous fortunes: W$it
introduced before Interstile Corn
le not executed. In either event the
and yet we go on iiweiling those fortmetre Commissioner Franklin K.
end desired is defeated„
tines with the Olood and
Eves of
Lane at the hearing this afternoon in
(Senator Beveridge here presented
American children.
the car ehortage question.
showing
affidavits
of
a large number
And thie weedetee. to the working
Min ilea E. Patton, president of the
that the state ehalabor lass's are not men
To Be
of thin" nation: Child tabor ta
Reilance Lumber company, and vice
observed.) pret'clent and secretary of the Atlas
Thus it becomes clear that the
Lumber and Shingle company, made
states, acting separately, can not stop
the statement during the course of
this practice. Some of the ablest and
THE REASON WHY
his examination.
Mr. Patton
had
pureet men and women of the repubonly the purest, free/wet drugs
been giving Rothe facts and flguree
lic, who have-given years of time and
enter our prescriptions is, that
showing that there was an apparent
study to this question, have come to
with our large and growing
To the Person
discrimination In the distriteition of
this final conclusion —that only a nahinainea•, we are able to turn
rars at Tacoma among the mills.
tional remedy can, stop this national
over our stock of medicines,
"How do you Recount for this disevil. Among tlilke men and women
chemicals and pharmaceutical
crimination?" asked Commissioner
ere some of the most sweet and
preparations a dozen times a
Lane.
learned believers In the doctrine of
yells, where a smaller drug"Only that somebody' was (buying
"mates' rights"--such, for example,
gist can
move his supplies
cars," relined the witness.. ."A i'i')'
as Dr. relit Adler, the famous
only once or twice. In this
commtin salutation among . lumber
scholar and publicist.
way. our prescriptions are
men fie 'Whet is the price today'?"
"States Rights."
fresh, potent and of depend"The price rung from $5 to $10 a
Rut th• theory of "atates'rights" is
able 'quality and are. Sure to
ear. Some.°week* ago the superinnot touched by this bill. Even If It
act as your physician experts.
tendent of oar mill at Taroma saw *
were toweled, we ought not to quibExtreme care is given each (very '
targe ear being atitebed around.
ble ahoia lt. au, more then we ,Quite
prescription by competent "reg
Ile asked the conductor if we were
bled about that theory *hen we
loitered Clerks, and our careful
suing to get that car. The conductor
passed the national quarantinr bill to
inanrea
system
checking
3,
,kedt him how much It was worth to
keep out yellow fever. If we could
auslost mistakes.
:him. The sui)erintendent said that
forget "states right*" in keeping out
:while we wanted that car pretty badyellow fever, which doe:: not kill a
ly, we were not going to pay blackhundred N/ople in a decade, ought we
mail. The conductor daid that It was
to remember "Mates rights" when we
Sort tI $10 .to him. and we did not
are asked to pale a bill to prevent the
Fourth ail Ricatray
lget OH,
killing of thousands ad the utter
ettratelltemereseerevei
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-Would You Enjoy the Best Story of relts
Read The Masquerader in The Sun

First Installment Monday
If you have hot been reading our serial stories begin now. If you
have been reading them you must not miss this one.

•

anio Estittorddcr

One of the Most Interesting
Tales it- Fiction

The Masquerader was rated as
one of the most popular and interesting stories of recent years,
when it was published only two
years ago.
Writing to The Blackwood
Magazine, the oldest magazine in
England, while the story was appearing serially in that publication
a contributor said:

L

The
squeracier

You will be just as excited. The
story will start in The Sun Monday. If you are not a subscriber
order the paper now. Phone 358.

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

EE

BUYING CARS

D.Hannan

CLIMAX
ESTATE OAS
RANGE

Watch the Stamp to See The Age

GIVEN AWAY

Early Times and Jack Beam

WHISKIES

Guessing nearest to the
correct number of
beans cdntained in the
glass jar at the Gas
Exhibit Pure Food
Show, Jan. 21 to 26.

Bottled in Bond

The oldest bottling is spring '99
Exactly Eight Summers Old

SOLD EVERYWHERE

The Paducah Light & Power Co.

M cPherson's

I

1

4
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Brainache

ME-LET CONTRACT t50:e
'cl
TO OTHER PARTIES

PAGE SEVEN.

fwortilleingisirationateina • rheic
son
Alicu
em
en
. due-.

TO LET

BY way eef stertine, the agitaeoh a
bunch of bills aiready has been in:
traduced by members of the house.
Press your finger down hard on
Not long ago 'Representative Valthe back of your livd. lift it quickly
stead of Minnesota introduced a bill
and see how long the white spot
dealing with the matter, and today
remain,. If it does not disappear in
Government Investigate,Fiy m Representative Calder, of New York.
two seconds, the cause of your headintroduced a far-reaching measure
proven—uric
of Oliver & Bangs
designed to strengthen that of the
acid.
member from the gopher state.
In this trouble uric ,acid.does not
Anthor of •
,Ths Return t Sherlock Holmes"
The enormous capitalization of inact in the same way as in most other
elethotis of High Distance, Particular- terstate
railroads and the frequent
uric acid diseases. The uric acid
COPYRIGHT. 159a. BY ItARPrit
ê
aRoTtlrle
ly With Regard to Rattroads
new issues of stock to represent
grains are so fine that the blood holds
esswenewsmaminwe
Are Studied.
creased values of property and for
them in suspension, and becomes
thick with the'impurity. Now, with
the purpose of Acquiring control of
eqmpeting lines, have directed attenevery ptilsation the heart forces the
(Continued from Yesterday.)
blood stream through the farthest and
denly from the only surviving eensi- WHITE HOUSE MAY TAKE HAND. tion to the wisdom of providing some
tiniest veins of the body. But if
kind of restriction.
taire
.lt.
CHAPTER XX1y,
the blood is thick with uric arid it
The Calder bill, which may form
Is
an
Iroquois
canoe!"
he
cried.
RAT had oceWtal Is easily
cannot pass through these tiny veins.
"Impeeeibleie
the basis for an out-and-out admireexplained. - The watchers in
Washington, Jan. 24.—The_ decis- Istration meaoire. provides that no
The heart then pounds away with all
"Alas, your excellency.-it Is so, and
the windoteet at the front
s might trying to foree the blood
found that it was Wore than it is the same one which passed us ion of the government as to the eon- capital stock, bonds or other form of r
.nrough, and the result is high blood flesh und blood covid endure to remain last night."
tract for the coustructlon of the Pan- indebtedness shall be issued without
"Ah. then the women have escaped ama canal
pressure in the big arteries that lead waiting at thogiossts while the fates
will not be made for at permission from the interstate corn them."
to the brain, and the very sensitive Of their wives IAA children were being
least lice days. When made it will mere* commission, and that Intel"I trust so. But, alas, seigneur, I
brain-walls are overstrained: This detected at the back. Ail was quiet at
he awarded to a firm other ,state carriers shall not acquire, ti
the stockade and the Indians appeared fear that there are more in the canoe possibly
--InOorpe
uric acid coriditionaLso causes Bights
& Bangs,1leeireee-ter indlreet Means, airy intereet
than that--of-iiiesara.
to be as absorbed as the Canadians in now than when they passed us."
Disease, diabetes, dropsy, etc.
t at substantially the figure which or contra: In a competing or paraliei
The little group of survivors
what was passing upon the river. One
It is dangerous to relieve brainache by one. therefoie,
that concern bid, and Oliver will be a line. In other worde, the essentiel
the men on guard in breathiess anxiety while the can
with sedatives, they only weaken the had cr4t-a way and had assembled at sped swiftly up the,river, with a line member' of the firm to whom
the provision of the measure Is that rat:heart's action. The heart should the leatk to cheer the shot and to groan of foam on either side of her and a award is made. .,,Although
it has i n:lad companies shell not use their
NEVER be interfered with
You RS tha- -remaining canoe sped like s bug forked-swirl in-the waters behind. been largely on account of eb.e agita- Isarplus
to acquire control of other
House
must clear the blood of utic acid sothat bloodhound down the river in the wake They could see that She appeared to be tion
of the McArthur-Gelespie people!Thies and build up gigantic systems,
very'
etowded.
but
they
remembered
of
the
fugitives.
But
savages
the
had
it can flow freely without over-workthat the wounded of the other boat that the government is making an after the manner in which Mr. Harriing the heart. LIFE PLANT has the one at their head who was as full of
were aboard of her. On she mine, an ' •eetigatioe into the coonections of man and othere have to a great ex- .
122-124 N.Fourth St.
Phorseis 7157
power, given it by Nature, to dissolve wiles and resource as Du Lhut himself.
The Flemish .Bastard had on, until as she came abreast of the Oliver & Bangs, it can be asserted tent built up their vast raeroad propand thoroughly clean out the excess
fort
she
swung
round,
and the rowers with positiveness that they will not erties.
watched the house from behind the
of uric acid in the blood. Every
stockade as a dbg swatches a rat hola raised their paddles and burst into a get the contract, nor will any one
"My contentions," said Mr. Cattleday you take LIFE PLANT your and he had instantly discovered that shrill yell of derision. The stern of
else, at the 12 per cent figure which in explaining his bill, "is that cernbrain-ache will grow less and less the defenders had left their post. With the canoe was Ouened toward them
mon carriers should be prohibit*, I
until it goes ape" .altogether; your a score of other warriors he raised a now, and they saw that two women they bid.
In spite of statements made by from Irm'-slIttr-stil or any part of the'.
blood is made clear and strong, and great log from the edge of the forest, were seated in it. The one was Onega
Mr. Rice, representing Messrs. Oliver surplus in the securities or propert.,
your heart pumps away like a fine, and, crossing the open space unchal- and the other Adele.
Charles de la Noue, seigneur de Ste. & Bangs, it can be said on high au- of any
competing comteon carrier. Ne.
powerful machine. Don't wait for lenged, he and his men rushed it
Marie, was a hard and self contained thority that
•
the administratien is bill Will prevent the use of power t )
the next attack. Begin taking LIFE against the door with such violence man, but a groan
and a bitter curse
as to crack the bar across and tear
still investigating the ability of con- being dittorder, panic and ruin upoe
PLANT NOW
the wood from the hinges. The first burst from him when he saw his In- tractors to put 15.00theele
free mon- us. To illustrate my meaning, I
Read what Theodore Lanning, of
Intimation which the survivors had of dian wife in the hands of her kinsmen,
ey into the canal contract,.- and, that have only to refer to the panic
Dennison, Ohio, says:
of May
the attack was the crash of the door /rota whom be toukl hope for little
Have been troubled with sick headache for and the screams of two of the negli- metay. Yet even now his old fashidhed it is not yet satisfied as to the show- 9. 1901, when over a billion dollars
years, and by indigealon and costiverim. Have gent watchmen who had been seized courtesy to his guest had made him ing made. The question oapereonnel in values' were sacrificed
in the contried a dozen remedies, but all were failures. A. a
turn to De Catinat with some swords of th atso under consideration by the
test ef interests for the cotitrol of th •
last resort was induced to try Life Plant. Am and scalped in the hall. The whole sympathy, when there was a clatter of
is Northern Pacifle.
now using, the fourth bottle. I have no nor; basement floor was In the hands of the wood, sofnething darkened the light,of president, and the investigation
being conducted by Secretary Taft.
sick hdiches, and to those afflicted with stomach Indians, and De Catinat and his enemy the window,
"The parties who fought over the
and
yeung
soldier
the
was
An Appeal to the Judge.
trouble I say try Life Plant and be convinced of the friar were cut off from the foot of
He Didn't Locate.
gone. Without a wordebe had lowered It was explained today that the great- Northern Pacific are now In disagreewhat it will do."
the stairs.
A Richmond man has in his emChief Jr eice Fuller of the United
the ladder and was clambering down it est handicap which the government ment, and the capita:, of three of our
Fortunately, however, the manor
If you are a sufferer from any
Stases Sue oe.e. Court was a guest on l pot' a colored Men of advanced age,
with frantic haste. Then, as his feet has met with thus far in the canal common carriers ha' been
iscreased
ailment, write your symptoms fully houses of Canada were built with the touched the ground, he signaled to his operations
a yachting eip down the Cheeapeake wee, liv reason of his thrifty habits,
is
that
which
arises
by
the
in
the
aggregate $224,000,110o. Unone idea of defense against Indians.
to I. J. Mizer, M. D., President of
comrades to draw it up again, and. activity of
a yellow press.
and even now there were hopes for
der my bill stock jobbing will be im- last summer. There were a number hal ae-eumulated enough money to
dashing into the river, he swam toward
the, Life Plant Co., Canton, Ohio, the defenders.
A wooden ladder which
Men have been afraid to risk their possible In railroad. seourities, and of persons on boerd. intending a pro- defray the cost -of hie eon's tuition at
and get his personal advice free. could be drawn up in (nee of need tLe canoe. Without arms and without
reputations and fortunes in an en-. the government, through the com- minent St. Louis lawyer who be- a negro college in Alabama.
plan,
a
he
but
had
the
thought,
one
that
Our helpful book-GOOD IsiiEALTH hung down from the upper windows to
When the .darky's boy returned to
lea-place was by the side of his wife in terprise against which so -much ag4a- mis-elan, will 'place its stamp of ap- came sick a* the yacin passed outmailed free on request.
the ground upon the river side. De
ra
ldfie., t.he Capital.
Richmond after the completion ,of
tion has been directed. Other meu proval upon the securities issued by s
this the hour of her danger.
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton. 0. Catinnt 'rushed round to this, followed
"Is their- anything I can do for his (levee' he proceeded, inure to his
But there was another whose view of have hesitated to be subjected to the eaeroade, cert:fying as
to honesty of
by the frier. He felt for the ladder in
duty lee him from safety into the Ince constant carping criticism and sus- purpose,
you?" the Chief Juertice asked the parent's disgteet, to air his opinions
the derkness. It was gone.
cat and need. Honest, imof danger. All night the Franciscan
picion of their motives Which is di- provement will nqt be dwarfed or I laiwyer, who was besaing over the oa various subjects in e more or lass
Then, indeed, his heart sank in deheel watched De Catinat as a miser
diffuse and florid style 'ea speech.
spair. Where could he fly to
The watt-lies
rected
against all of the men who as- hindered by my
his treasure, tilled with the
boat was destroyed. The stockades
"There is on:y one -thing,' the law
One claY the old m.-an took him
:
prominent
,
thought that this heretic was the one sociate themselves in a
lay between him anti the forest. and
yer saId. "1 wise you would overrule aside and addressed -him as foilowe:
little seed which might spread and way with the canal work.
A
Swedise
inventor
thinks that the , this
they were in the bands of the Iroquois.
motion '
"Richard Thompson Jenkins, Ise
spread until it choked the chosen vineThe most serious charges made
in most eases are direct remits of
prioe cf alcchei made from peat wee
eteldenly he heard a voice from someyard of the church. He, too, clambered agaimt the lowest bidders are directbeen lietenin' to yo' To' seberal days
where in the darkiteee above him.
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMbe
lees
than one-half of the present
down at the very heels of his prisoner ed against
If men fail to find love in you they an' it'e•my opineun dat yo' talk an'
Mr. Bangs personally: In
"Give me your gun, lad," It said. ."I
MATION OF TILE BLADDER.
price of alcohol, and lower then the
and rushed into the stream not ten
, will fail to find your Lord through tait_eati' talk. Yce dean' reach into
a high official quarter it leas said to40e
loora
the
some
of
of
heathen
the
The strain on the Kidneys and in
paces behind him.
lowest price of relined petroleum.
down by Ble"trall."
. you
..
de stummick of yo' subjeck; but ye'
day that the investigatiou. had narflamed membranes lining the neck
And so the watchers at the window
"It 19 I.! It is I, Amos!" crier
"
. De saw
jest anglify a n'arrufy. Yo' (loan'
rowed
down
pretty
well
to one of
Strangest
the
sights.
of
There
in'
of the Bladder producing them
Catinat "Down with the ladder or I
cate, Richard Thoznpeon Jenkins. yo'
Bangs' contracts with the
midstream
governcanoe,
the
lay
with
burits
pains.
am a dead man!"
doaa' Iccate!"—Harper's Weekly.
"Have a care. It may be a ruse," den of dark warriors. and the two wo- ment in the vicinity of New York,
men crouching in the midst of them. and there are some facts in connecsaid the voice of Du Lbut.
To overcome the well-grounded and reasonable objections of the
Swimming madly toward them was De tion with it yet
to be brought out. more intelligent
"No, no; I'll answer for IC" cried
"I'll haye you to understand, sir.
to the use of secret, medicinal compounds, Dr. R. V.
Catluat rising to the shoulders with
Amos, and an instant later down came
There is a disposition to avoid even
that poets are born, not made." Don't
the strength of every stroke, and bePierce,
of
Buffalo,
N.
Y.,
some
time
ago, decided to make a bold dethe ladiner. De Catinat and the friar
the semblance of foundation for any
take cffense, ()Id chat). .1
wasn't
rushed up It, and they hardly had their hind ben again WilS the tonsured head yellow assaults
on the contractors cr parture from the usual course pursued by the makers of put-up medi- blaming you." -Milwaukee Sentinel.
of the friar, with his dark eapot and
Feet upon the rungs when a swarm of
long trailing gown floating upon the the administration
in connection cines for domestic use, and so has published broadcast and openly to the
warriors buret out from the door and
surface of the water. But In his zeal with the contract.
whale world, a full and complete list of all the ingredients entering
poured
along
the
river bank.
Two doses give relief, and one toes
A tax is now levied on all raeway
he had thought too little of his own
It was intimated that perhaps Mr. into the composition of his widely celebrated
Medicines. Thus be has tickets sold in Japan, varying from
will cure any ordinary case of Kid- . It was a very small band who now powers. He was a good swimmer, but
Oliver could and would make another taken
held the last point to which they could
his numerous patrons and patients into his full confidence. Thus 1 cent to 50 cents, according to distney or Bladder trouble. Removes
was weighed and hampered by his
retreat Only nine of them remained- lie
connection and retain the contract.
unwieldy clothes. Slower and slower
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
too
he
has absolutely and completely removed his medicines from among , a n
the seigneur. Du Unit the two AmeriMethods of High Finance.
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
cans, the fear, De Catinat, Theuriet grew his stroke and low-ereand lower
secret
nostrums
of doubtful merits, and made them Remedies of Known '..•••=•••••••mismos.Elucidation of the methods of hkh
his head until at last, with a great
Itheumatiem and all irregularities
the major dote° aid two of the cenelshilek of "In' menus tuns, Domine!" finance by which magnates of the Composition.
taires. The stone staircase ran straight
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
he threw up his bandeau(' vanished In Harriman type merge, absorb or acThey are now in a class all by themselves—being absolutely
up from the kitchce to the main hall.
men and women. Sold at 50 cent.
the swirl of the river. A minute later quire control of competing
and in every sense Non-secret.
and the door n•ble!) had beep barricadrailroad
a box on the No Cure No Pay- basis
watchers, hoarse with screaming to
ed across the lower part by two mat- the
lines, through the recent testimony
By this bold step Dr. Pierce has shown that his formulas are of such
hlin to return. saw De Catinat pulled,
by McPherson's drug store, Fourth
trenees commanded the whole flied.
taken by the interstate commerce excellence that he is not afraid
Iroquois
aboard
the
to subject them to the fullest scrutiny.
canoe,
which was
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa, The cards were sell laid out at one
commission has led to a serious
So many false formulas and malicious' The exact proportion of the several inducah, or sent by mail upon reesiak
coil of the tattle. with the tricks over- Instantly turned and contineed its
movement for changed conditions, In statements concerning his medicines gredients used in these medicines, as
course up the river.
• of price to Lark Medicine Co., Lou- I lapping each other, as they had left
"My
God
a
general wi.3- the Irian is -to put Is- had been published through the con- well as the working formula and fieculf"
cried
Amos
hoarsely.
them. But there was something else
larille, Ky.'
nivanoe
iestIous competitors and dis-i ism processes, apparatus and appliances
"They have taken him! Be is lost!"
sue
of stock, bonds and other forms gruntied doctors,
there of more interest to them, for the
that Dr. Pierce deter- employed in their manufacture, are
"I have seen some strange things In of ihdebtedness
of railroad compan- mined to completeTy disarm his assail- withheld from publicity that Dr.Pierce's
breakfast bad not been cleared away.
these
forty
years.
but
never the like ies under
? Cfr
sad they hatl been fighting all day
contro: of the interstate ants by a full and frank statement of proprietary rights may not be infringed
Of that!" said Du Lhut.
%or
their exact composition, verifying the and trespassed upon by unprincipled
with hardly bite or sup. Even when
commerce
commission.
The seiguour took a little Null of
same onder oath as complete and cor- eny
irni
a at torc
clatd those who may be pirati(ace to face with death Nature still
President
Roosevelt, it is under- rect. This he has done and to the
snuff from his gold box and flicked
inclined.
erieel out for her dues. awl the hungry
Gold Shell Crown.
.$3.50
the 'wandering grains from his shirt stood, is Interested in the movement complete discomfiture of those who had
John Fyfe, of Saugatuck, Coen.,
(incorporated.)
men turned savagely neon the loaf,
front with his dainty hese handker- and is directing a campaign that may assailed his good name as well as the Editor of the Department of Therapeu- Gold Fillings
$1.00 up
tne ham and tile cold wild duck. A
sell-earned reputation of his world- tics in THE ELECTRIC REVIEW
Pallet/11,31nel. Sissies', IsI NADOILLE
says of Silver Fillings
lead to legislation on the subject by lamed medicines.
75c
27 Colleges la 15 8I117) POSITIONS se little cluster of wine bottles stood upon cil
Unicorn root (llefortias Motors) one
'
ief
l.. de C,atinat has acted like a gen- the next congress, when it is
cured or money ItitifV., Eli Also Mull tee the buffet, end there bed their necks '
Not only does the wrapper of every the chief ingredients of Dr. Pierce'. of Partial PIMPS
expectIrr:5.00
Fatleman of Frenctee said he.
MAIL. cutworm .1 Convince yr* lb*
bottle of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical vorite Prescription: "A remedy
Drarteno3's Tee BEST. 001 Or wine for knocked off and were emptied down
which
Du 'hut glanced round him teed
Discovery, the famous medicine far invariably acts as a uterine
ieirclieti throats.
•eatalogue.
invigorator
Mg
larger
every instant, while far weak stomach torpid liver or biliousAll work guaranteed.
shook his head.' "We are oily six
and always favors a condition which
For four hours sounds of riot, of
now." sold he. "I fear that they are away eu the southern bend the Iro- ness and all catarrhal diseases wherever makes for normal activity of the entire
;lancing and Of reveling rose up from
WIEN IMIS
up to sore 'deviltry because they are so quois canoe wee a were moving dot, located, have printed upon it, in plain reproductive system, cannot fail to be
which bad shot away to the farther English, a full and complete list of all Of great usefulness and of
for ann•tura the storehouse, and the smell of the very stile"
Cut thee coupon out and bring
the utmost
dfsas•,....ts,f..
mtn•uou•
wen brandy casks filled the whole air.
side and had lost itself presently under the ingredients composing it, hut a Importance to the general practitioner
Irritation* or ulr,atlosit
With you, it is worth $1.00.
It
"They
are
leaving
the
house!"
cried the shadow of the erees. Another
of murvux nierol--enag More than once the savages quarreled
rew ellielbre.
min- small book has been compiled frem of medicine."
Prewar Owtsgleit' Panties., and not amid,
the cepsitaire, who was peeping
ESICh per°4011. is limited to one
numerous standard medical works, of
.
and
fought
among
themselves.
and
It
ute
survivors
"'felonies
and
the
were out upon
more fully answers the
ETAIISCI1111/13ALCO. gel or poialtoto.
through one of the side windows.
all the different schools of practice, above purposes
coupon for each job of plate or
I5o14 b7 Drawled", seemed as if they hail forgotten their
riesuituate
than anti other drug
the bank waving their caps in the air containing
very numerous extracts from with which I am
er lint in plain wrapper enemies above, but the besieged 'won "Whitt cnn it mean? holy Virgin,
C. 5.5.
acquainted. In the
bridge work only. Until after
while the prows of the first of their' the writings of leading practitioners
by express, prerwide
treatment of diseases peculiar to women
found that if they attempted to pre- it possible that we are saved? See
eV., V.71
It ne,
Apirl
1 '07,
of
medicine,
endorsing
is
the
strongest'
rescuers were already grating upon
'- •
It is eeldom that a case is seen which
sume upon this they were me closely how they throng through the tree's!
the pebbles. In the stern of the very possible terns, each and every ingred- doss not present some indication for
They
Are
making
for
the
Lyme."
watched as ever. The major dome,
tent contained in Dr. Pierce's medi- Ibis remedial
agent."
On the river the single Iroquois ca- feremost canoe sat a wizened little cituta. One of these little books
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REFUGEES I

Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-zdouble offices especially adapted for dentists.

Bu A. CONAN DOYLE,

•

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

•

•
•

•

Foreman BroS. ,Novelty Co.
LECT RICA L SUPPLIES I
wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Olauber's Stable.

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

Backache,
Pain in the .
Hips and Groins
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CONTINUATION WEILIES CLEARANCE SALE
Every day or two we add something new to the long list of money-saving sale events which occur every year during our January
Clearance. Today it is Hats, Boys' Shoes and fine Neckwear. While it is true that these goods have not qu;e their original value
to us, owing to the lateness of the season, they are worth as much as ever to you.

Get the Habit

Get the Habit

If you watch Qur ads you will learn a lesson
in economy.

You can save enough money in these sales
to take your summer,vacation.
•

CLEAN=UP SALE
Choice of All Our
$1.50 and $2 Ties
Now $1.00

The announcement o 6 sweeping reduetion od this season's soft hats, made in these famous factories, is sure to
arouse great interest, for the colorings and blocks are practically staple-good any time. We have made a rough division
of these line hats into two clas.aes, as outlined below:
Lot 1. A line of STETSON'S and the celebrated
YOUNG
Bros. $3.50, and $4.00 Hats, colored; during this sale at $2.30
Lot 2. A line of HAW-ES, MUNDHIDIM, and HOWARD $3.0"
Hats, colored; during this sale at
$1
:
05
We are also pleased to announce t e
rst showing of
advance Spring styles in Men's Hats. Cottle in
and
se*
"what's what."
_

For this sale, of fine
Cravate no detailed announcement seems nee
essary, so we may just
say briefly that all our
$1.50 and $2.00 neckwear, both imported and
American made is offered during this sale
for

Suspenders
ONE FOURTH OFF
TROUSERS
75e Pants reduced to
.13
$1.00 Pants reduced to
75
$1.50 Pants reduced to
$1.13
$2.00 Pants reduced to.....
$3.00 Pants reduced to
44.00 Pants reduced to
15,00 Pants reduced to
$1.00 Pants reduced to......
:4115
7
(
5
)
$7.00 Pants reduced to
SI 25
$8.00 Pants reduced to
$0.00
This cut applies to all Knee Pants in our Children's depertment.

50 Dozen 25c and 35c Suspenders, per
pair
C
These suspenders are merely soiled slightly in handiing
and are 25c and
)
35c qualities.

Suits and Overcoats
The Reductions on Our Men's
Suits and „ vercoats Are
Unprecedented.
All our lines of men's fine cloth.ng including blues and blacks, are
offered during this sale. Single and
double breasted, conservative and
form fitting, every style; all sizes
from which to choose:
All $40.00 Suits
$211.00
All $25.00 Suits
15.50
All $18.00 Suits
11.75
All $12.50 Suits
9.75
All $7.50 Suits
5.63

Raincoats
Are Included in This Sale at
a Big Reduction from
Former Prices,
It's a new thing in Paducah to include Raincoats in toe general cleanup every January, but we are doing
it this year; the reductions are pretty
strong, too. These are the genuine
"Priestlys," the
most satisfactory
coat made.
$27.50 and $30.00 Raineoats $20.00
$25.00 Raincoats
15.50
$15.00 Raincoats
11.75
$10.00 Raincoats
7.50

Suits
Reductions on All White
and Fancy Vests
Lot
lot
Lot
Lot
I Mt
Lot

1.'Regiear
2. Regular
3. Regular
4. Regular
5. Reenter
6. Regular

$1.25 and$1.50 fancy and white Vests
$2.00 fancy sod white Vests
$2.50 and $3.00 fancy _and white Vests.
$3.50 and $4.00 .fancy and white Vests
$5.00 and $6.00 fancy and white Vesta.
$7.50 and $10.00 fancy and white Vests

_pm
$1.D
a2.25
163.511
$6.0o

Better Put "Incorporated" After
Name or Blackmailer'll Get You
If you are, an incorporatcal concern.
have yots the word "Incorporated"
under your mime on all signs and literature of your companv?
If not, It beheoves you to have it
'
-put there at once, for a campaign of
prosecution (or is it held tip), is being conducted against corporations in
different parts of- Kentucky. Under
section 576 of the Kentucky atittutese

section shall he subject to a fine of
not less than one hundred dollars and
not more than five hundred dollars."
The law Is generally observed in
Paducah just now, hut, a few years
ago a number of local firms were
"held up" by unseruptilaus persons
for their oversight In neglecting to
empty with it. They would go on a
tour of .ove.tigation and finding a
corporation that had not complied
with the law they would make a
threat to repOrt the laxity unless a
stipulated 811T41 was paid for slienoe.
and' in every instance it resulted in
the money being pied over, and a
quick call given for a painter and
printer.

"Every corporation organized under the laws of this state, and every
corporation doing business in
this
state, shall in a conspicuous place,
en its principal place or places of
business, In letters sufficiently large
to he easily read, have painted or
printed the corporate name of such
corporation and Immediately under
Recently the Lexington Herald lia:;
the sante, in a like manner, shall be bees made the defendant in two lopainted or printed the werd 'Incor- tions for omitting the aord froth
immediately under. some of its adeertising matter, and
porated' And
the nathe of etieh corporation, upon it' Is now sendlnr out letters of warnmatter lag to the corporations generally,
ad-vert fixing
- printed or
motel by such corporation, except ma. which In eommendable.
Padueah
road companles,.banks,,trust cepleanz corporations would do we, thereinsurance com pelea
l-I
and Culliglift tore, to tool( to their sixty and staand loan associetirmr,. rhall appear in tionery, and comply with the law.
letters Nufbc:ontly large to he easily
read the word 'Incorporated.' An,If you enjoy muffins and waffles,
corporeal"
. n which shall fall or refuse try Mrs. Austin's Pancake flour and
ecraiply with th• orovielowe of this you will be delightel

Shirts

Here Are a Lot of Splendid
Suit Values Priced Now
at Just Half.
$25.00
$20.00
$18.00
$15.00
$10.00

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

$ 7.60 Suits ..._

.$12.56
10.00
9.00
7.50
5.00
3.75

Now is the Time to Buy Shirts.
Great Reductions on This
Season's Patterns.
$1.50
$1.50
$2.00
$2.00

$2.50

$1.10
Emery Shirts
irManhattan Shirts
I.
and :2.50 Emery Shirts 1.37,
Manhattan Shirts
I .3a
Manhattan Shirts
1. •

One.Fourth Offr-on Boys' Patent
Leather Shoes
Sizes 1

I-2

to 5;11.

Mothers of school boys will., no doubt, make the most of
these sharp reductions on boys' Patent Leather Shoes. Shoes
wear out mighty fast and on!y once or twice in a year do You
have an opportunity to buy them at less than the regular
price. The sizes are 1% to 541: won't they fit your boy?

We Are Offering Great Bargains
on All Children's Clothing
The prices offered during our Clearance Sale this year
are way out of the ordinary. The mild weather has left us
with very full stocks, so you are the one who reaps the benefits.
ems-A
$1.13
$1.54 Boys' Suits and Overcoats
1.50
2.00 Boys' Suits and Overcoats
2.25
3.40 Boys' Suits and Overcoats
3.00
4.00, Boys' Suits and Overcoats
3.75
5.00 Boys' Stilts and Overcoats
4.50
6.00 Boys' Suits and Overcoats
5.25
7200 Boys' Suits and OVercoats
6.75
8.00 Boys' Suits and Overcoats
7.50
1'4.00 Boys' Suits and Overcoats

."1
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ye aabtoTC
mum
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the ed loose. It would not require more
The Tennessee from Florence to ing the revenue pay to the collie
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Margaret. Mr Hutchison resigned.
than $1,000,000,000,000,000 to do the mouth, no decided change
The Kentucky will arrive tomor- It and urgent letteratto the respecThe Mississippi from Chester to above stated and take his receipt
same, which receipt shall be a f
row morning from the Tennessee tive congressmen along the
Oak) Cairo, will continue rising.
River Stages.
doubtless would get the project beThe Wabash at Mt. Carmel, will protection to the officer in account
to rise river.
Cairo ...
to the proper municipality for wh
Mr. Arsty, of the Waterways Jour- fore the rivers and harbor commit- continue rising during the next
Chattanooga
7.3 0.7 fall
he is acting."
days,
Cincinnati
61.2 2.0 fail nal, says Paducah Is the most con- tee.
At the first flush some of the a
siderable
river
port
from
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Evansville
40.2 0.3 rise
Another improvement
would be
saloon leaguers figured
the ri
4.9 0.2 rise to New Orleans. and he ought to the hanging of -electric lights every
Florence
might aid the local option reform
Johnsonville
12.4 0.4 rise kdow. He says that a Paducah paper two squares up and down the river
country districts, but tonight
40.3 0.9 fall should have toe biggest river news to make work easier for the pilots,
Louisville
are beginning to see a "joker" in
column
in
district
and
that
to
get
it,
23.5 0.3 dee
Mt. Carmel
who at night could turn toe wheel
measure. They now fear the eoun
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be
a
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St. imuie
were straightened out, operation of
receipt by their county' troasuri
The Buttorff came in yesterday
47.8 0.6 fall
Mt. Vernon
the steamboats like
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26 per cent of Die license money,
43.4 1.1 rise from Clarksville and left immediate- corresponding on the railroad, would
Paducah
Designed to Intereet Ciountiets Against
'
The stage this morning was 43.4 ly for Nashvillera
he much greater. It appears impraclaical Option, In Their
Dull enough already, The suspen- ticable to bring
with a rise of 1,1 in 24 hours. The
too many Matters beOpinion,
weather. continues ideal for allow- sion of the regular trips of the Dick fore congress at one time so this
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will
make
the
river
front
a
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recede.
ing the river peaceably to
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Children Killed--Fighting,
The Joe Fowler did not get away. lonesome place for the river men. nntil 1909.
for Evansville until this morning, on The Dick Fowler will return here to
Springfield, Ill Jan. 24.---Senator
Tangier, Jan. 24.-Flghting :
Official Forecasts.
account of an extra pip to Mound lay up until the water goes down suftween government trope and foI
The Ohio at Evansville, will rlae W. 0. Potter, of Marion, a small town
City yesterday to carry the new shaft ficiently to, get under the Cairo
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e Some Dreams.
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It takes to find Evansville In Wis' Stop from low eater, all thia extra lug nntil next Saturday or Sunday. shall -be paid by the °Seer collecting
backwater
supply now wotild suggest that the The rate of rise at Cairo will de-1the same into the county treassury of
Th. Reaper will pass up Saturday government should darkse some way crease materially after today..Maxi- the county in which the revenue is
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